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was closi ng down but no defin ite and Dus an Stoj kovi c
tion."
At the colle ge's first publ ic diS -top prior itj'of this adm inist
answ ers have been give n to ques , Baru ch He outli ned three exam p¥s of how
tions rega rdin g the depa rtme nt's cour se ofth e acad emic year
stein - de- to "achi eve the level s ofJfi stinc tion !,?
fate. In the past two year s the Pres iden t Matt hew Gold
ge ad- know; we' are capa ble-o f reac hing "
Dep artm ent of Educ ation has con- liver ed the Stat e of the Colle
Ema nuel One is that the facul ty shou lji'at siste ntly been on the chop ping dres s to a spar sely filled
tract spon sors tohe lp supp ort any
block and in 1994 was redu ced Saxe hall on Octo ber 31.
t
The spee ch cent ered on acad emic ende avor s they migh
from the Scho ol of Educ ation to
com mitm ent to its stu- seek. Inad ditio n, Baru ch woul d be
'the Depa :rtm ent· ef~a tion . '- .. BanJ ch's..
·~~n: 'irivo lved' irion taini rigoo ntrac tstha t'
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comMan y mem bers of theC oll.e ge nitie s, and be-co mpen sated at
certa in class es are bein g offer e _
e grav e petit ive mark et price s." Pres iden t
only ever y othe r seme ster and the comm unity , howe ver, "hav
g the Gold stein 's third exam ple is the
num ber ofcla sses is bein g redu ced. conc erns abou t how stron
this creed launc hing of Baru ch's first majo r
The educ ation depa rtme nt is now Pres iden t's alleg iance to
ived eci- Capi tal Cam paig n. Acco rding to
down to only five full- time profe s- reall y is. Rece ntad mini strat
tatio n of Gold stein , the camp aign is comsors and a smal l hand ful of ad- sions , such as the impl emen
y, the con- prise d of five aims : "to enha nce
junc ts. "Stu dent s are cram ming in a rigor ous reme dial polic
of stud ent acad emic quali ty; attra ct the most
class es just so they can grad uate solid ation of a' num ber
l place - prom ising stud ents; culti vate pubon time ," desc ribes an educ ation servi ces, inclu ding voca tiona
with insti men t and coun selin g, along with lic/pr ivate partn ersh ips
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technology; enha nce camp us life
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As part of the Lead ersh ip sit on its Pers onne l and
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Wee kend held from N ovem ber 8 Com mitte e. Amo ng othe
s a pivo tal
to 10, Sam uel John son, Vice the com mitt ee play
new facu lty
Pres iden t of Stud ent Deve lop- role in acce ptin g
men t and" Coun selin g, spok e to mem bers ;
"Oft entim es, the peop le on
stud ent lead ers conc ernin g permore eage r
tine nt issu es- such as the thes e com mitt ees are
uate s than
dow nsizi ng of the colle ge and the to acce pt Harv ard grad
loye es hold ing
year old sche dulin g grid -, affec t-. pros pect ive emp
CUN Y degr ees," Geor ge said, add-ing the Colle ge com mun ity.
ent wish ing to
A r ecu r-ri ng them e amo ng the ing, "But for a stud
ies, for instud ents who rose to ask the Vice purs ue ethn ic stud
Y grad uate may be
Pres iden t ques tions was the ex- stanc e', a CUN
e. since he prob tent to whic h they have a say in the bette r choic
ied know ledg e
Baru ch matt ers. A num ber of stu- ably has more appl
some one who
dent s indic ated that they felt they in the field than
ard."
Sa~tiel John son, V ice resr en
did not have enou gh cont rol in stud ied at Harv
John son asse rted that stu- of Stud ent Deve lopm ent, took
the shap ing of their educ ation .
the pow er to time this week end to addr ess
Kyle Geor ge, Pres iden t of the dent s alrea dy have
stud ent issue s..
Even ing Sess ion Stud ent Asse m4
conti nued on page
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Hund reds of CUN Y stude nts have
been forced out of college due to a
polic y by Mayo r Giuli ani that forces
public assis tance recip ients to clean
the city stree ts, rathe r than receive an
educ ation .
The Work Expe rienc e Prog ram
(WEP), a policy origi nally desig ned to
move welfa re recip ients to work has
CUNY stude nts to aban forced
don eir educ ation and 10,00 0 more
dents are expe cted to leave CUN Y .
y the end of 1997.
. .ents work
WEP uire
nefit s in meni al bar posioff thei
e sanit acity depa rtme n
tio
. g to state
ti or park s. But
educ ation prow, those involv
tinue -only if
gram s are allow ed to
0 year vocathey are enrol led in
ms. Thos e
tiona l educ ation al
ting to 'gain a
recip ients att
gree must inste ad comba
plete a WEP assig nmen t-not a degree.
'CUNY~er-20,-OOOstudents.
who recei ve Some-form ofpub lic assistance and Baru ch alone has 810 of
these stude nts-B y the eodo f 1997 a
mini mum of25 % ofthe state s welfa re
cases mus t be parti cipat ing and SOOAJ
by the year 2000 2.
Welf are advo cates attem pted last
year to have Mayo r Giuli ani desig nate
CUN Y as a work site hopin g welfa re
recip ients could comp lete. work fare
assig nmen t on their college camp us.
At a Town Meet ing last Sprin g in
whic h Guili ania ndhi s admi nistr ation
addr essed the comm unity , CUN Y
Board of Trus tee Mem ber and alum nus Herm an Badil lo said, ''Wewan t to
make sure that stude nts are not in the
libra ry study ing, but are working."
In respo nse to the Mayo r's resistance , State Sena tor John Marc hi has
intro duce d a bill that woul d make
CUN Y a work site. It is curre ntly in
committee, but advo cates are skept ical of its futur e.
conti nued on page 3
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What is its Future?
By Min gWo ng
Stud ents of the Educ ation Departm ent have been work ing to
draw the atten tion of the Baru ch
Com mun ity.to their effor ts to save
the depa rtme nt from extin ction . .
In rece nt week s there has been
publ ic discu ssion of the futu re 0
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BARUCH COLLEGE
Career qounseling and Placement

Z

151 East 25th Street - Suite 820
2121802-6710

ATTENTION 1997 GRADUATES
Imp0 rtant On-Campus RecruitingInform.ation!
.

THESE MANDATORY WORKSHOPS AREA PREREQUISITE
FOR PARTICIPATION IN ON~CAMPUS'RECRUITING
(ATTEND ONLY ONE)
Monday, December 2,1996
6:00 PM --8:00 PM
Room 750
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

.

Thursday, Decernber 5, 1996
6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Room 750
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

Friday, December 6, 1996
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Room 750
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

Friday, Decem.ber 6, 1996
1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Room 750
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

Tuesday, Decernber 10, 1996
9AM-11AM
Room 750
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

Tuesday, DecelTIber 10, 1996
12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Room 750
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

1:00 PM- 4:00 PM
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street
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President Goldstein Addresses Baruch Community
been retrenched had Governor attending to expect steep cuts in
continued from front page
Pataki's cuts in the state budget the forthcoming Spring's CUNY
throughout the City; expand "for higher education been imt>1~-i 'Wdget: ~whicH would;' iIi 'eff~ct,
(Baruch's) efforts in technology; mented, has been molded into one make the retention of the Dewith Career Counseling. Accord- partment of Education difficult
enhance campus life."
Another major initiative, said ing to Goldstein, the rationale for at best.
One of the principal ways in
President Goldstein, is "to im- this move was to "establish a
prove students' communications tighter link between counseling which Goldstein plans to further
skills." A task force had been set services and job placement for un- the College's commitment to stuup, and it concluded that writing. dergraduates." In response to stu- dents is the creation of a physical
requirements should be increased, dents' questions following the ad- home for the Honors Institute,
an academic program should be dress as to how vocational ser- scheduled to be opened in Sepcreated that will "require students vices could possibly be improved tember of 1997. 'President
to take ten to twelve classes with by downsizing and decreasing Goldstein said of the Honors Institute, "The Institute's
an intensive writing
central aim is to create a
component." Presidynamic learning environdent Goldstein also
ment for approximately
said, "In the coming
;150 students ~ ho posses
year, we will be work'~superio:r aeademicprepaing with faculty to creration, or who have exhibate as many smaller
ited outstanding ability in
sections ofwriting and
their studies." .
communications-ori. In. closing his speech,
ented classes as posPresident Goldstein said,
sible."
But
the
.
"Baruch possesses great
President's actions Baruch. Community at State of College Address.
horsepower, but one thing
apparently fail to support his monetary support, the President is certain, we cannot stay where
words. As part of the President's said, "I wouldn't call it downsizing; we are. We have made srgnifiretrenchment plan during the 1995 the new, integrated office will ac- cant progress, but we need to keep
fiscal exigency, for example, tually be able to serve students going. As we move ahead and
Baruch's English department was better."
work to meet the changing needs
forced to absorb remedial reading
Regarding the endangered sta- of our students into the next cenand writing courses, which dra- tus of the Education Department, tury, I look forward to working
matically raised the size of these .President Goldstein said, "Dean with all of you."
classes. Also, Goldstein bragged Logue of the School of Liberal Arts
The attendance of roughly sixty
that the College's unified campus, is preparing a report. Right now I members of the Baruch Commuwhich is currently being built at don't have anything particularly. nity consisted primarily of faculty
the 24th Street site, will include in hand to reflect on other than members, administrators and stustate-of-the-art auditoriums that what I' know about the depart- dents from the Education Departwill be able to accommodate 500 ment." Reassuring:a concerned ment.Conspicuousbytheirabsences
students.
education major, Goldstein said, were members of the Day Session
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comtinued from front page
As of April, the Human Resource
Administration (HR.A) began to recruit recipients of AID to Dependent
Children-primarily single mothers.
CUNY currently educates 7,000 ADC
recipients at the senior college level
and almost 10,000 at the community
college level. At Hostos Community
.College, which has one of poorest college populations in the state, over 400
ACD students havebeen denied training related expenses (fRE) that is
forcing them to drop out of collage.
TRE provides money for childea.re and
public transportation and according
to CUNY officials, HRA has made it
difficult for students to obtain TRE by
implementing new guidelines.
The new guidelines allow students
only two years of TRE as opposed to
three, requires students to complete
more credits in a shorterperiodoftime
and has disallowed remedial or English as a Second Language classes
toward credit accumulation.
HRA removed the evaluation site
from campusestowelfarecenters, forcing students to waste valuable time
and money traveling to centers and
leavingit to a poorly trained and overworked HRA staff to read transcripts,
which in the past was a coordinated
effort between HRA and campuses.
New York state is preparing to
implement new policy as it. moves
t· forward to interrupt the' recently
.~. _passed federal1egislation, which has
~::; -completely prohibited higher educa-

tion and leaves room only for occasional training.
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Students Forced Out

Thursday, May 1, 1997
1:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street
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ALL JANUARY, JUNE, AND AUGUST 1997 GRADUATES AND ALL
MAJORS ARE ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN SPRING 1997 ONCAMPUS RECRUITMENT

INTERNSHIP FAIR
Thursday February 6, 1997
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pears that Baruch's decision to ter-

~

w
minate the education program has already been reached. Many of the education students have attended these
gatherings but have found them to be
of little help.
One of the options discussed by
Dean .:Alexandra .Logue .at a recent
open forum will be a gradual phasing .
out of the program, ~but no··:gWiTarttee 'exists as to whether students will be
able to complete their degree. According to Logue, students who are currently in the midst of completing their
.degree will be given two years tofinish.
Nonetheless, they are outraged ~t the
college's move.
Laura Conway, an education major, has been leading the fight against
the administration's impending decision. She has organized a petition in
hopes of preventing what seems to be
the inevitable.
''If the education department closes,
it devalues the degree," says Conway.
Students who will graduate with a
Bachelor of Arts in Education will
have a "hollow" degree since the program will be nonexistent in the school
that they received it from.
"When you are in ajob interview in
the future and they ask you where you
got your degree...they will. be like, wow,
I didn't even know Baruch had an
education program!" It's eitherthat or
they'll think that the program sucked
and was closed down," says an education student who wishes to remain
- CLL.I.U.L&J
;,s....-""""''VI'nr--..._.
-.._- '._-'.--.' -,'-.' -....--.....--__ ."
......vwg.

' . Others, like Jeannie Lau, a senior,
disagree. She says, "Just because the
degree is not here anymore, it does not
mean that we didn't learn the things
we needed to know to be teachers."
Despite the fact that, on the average, the Department of Education requires more money per student to operate than other programs, it is still a
very productive and efficient department. Close to l()()O,!o of the students
who graduate with the degree obtain
employment.
Many students, especially the lower
classmen and new graduate students
are infuriated atthe College's administrationfor not informing them of theirintentions. "I'm trying to take it as it
comes. I'm making arrangements to
enter a program somewhere else," says
a concemedgraduatestudentwho withheld her name.
. Other students have different theories on why the school has remained
quiet on the issue. Jamal Lewis, a
senior majoringineducation, says, "It's
a monetary issue. There were rumors
going on a while ago that the departmentwas closingandyetthey stilltake
in freshmen. They just want to collect
the tuition."
Says Lau, "Nothing is being done.
Theyhave hadtwo meetingsbutit's all
bull"
"It's just a forum for students to
vent out their frustrations, they don't
accomplish anything," says Lewis.
Terry Dong, aseniorwbo hasbeen
part of the education ptpgram for. the
past four years, summed up the genera! consensus edueation~ StUdents
at Baruch bY~·,"This whole department 18
. up.
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The H'onors Institute Panel Discussions
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Baruch Faculty Debate Presidential Politics and Issues
By Genna Kiln
Before last Tuesday's general
-elections, Baruch's Honors Institute held a panel discussion on
October 31 to discuss issues absent from this year's Presidential
campaign. In the Skylight
Lounge, 'the five-member faculty
panel discussed the economy, the
welfare reform bill, the impact of
the election on New York City,
the ideals of leadership and the
media's coverage of the election.
The first panel speaker, Roger
Mesznick, Assistant Professor of
Accountancy, addressed the importance of the economy in this
election. He pointed out the inherent problems of the Republican "trickle-down" economic
theory and, thus, of Dole's proposed 15 per cent tax cut, showing that the cut would lead to
increased deficits. He also stated
that if someone has a "taxable
income of $24,400 after deductions, he would then pay taxes of
$3,000, but with a 15 per cent tax
cut, he would gain about $540 in
capital gains." This may not be a
significant amount, but when a
citizen whose income is $100,000
takes that cut, one would get a
capital gain of 50%, paying far
lower tha n the person with the
$24,000 income did. Myrna
Chase, Chairwoman of the History Department and coordinator
for the day's event, said that "the
total effect of cutting taxes would
be negative," because there would
be less money available to fund
important social programs such
as public education and Medicare.
In effect, reduced government
services, principally in education,
inhibit economic growth. They
hinder the development and productivity of future generations.
Another downside to the tax cut,
and of the "trickle-down" eco-

of Public Affairs said, "Even if
Bill Clinton was interested in reversing the Medical Reform Bill,
the damage done by the welfare
reform bill will not be reversed by
administrative election." He feels
that Republicans pushed for the
harsh terms of this bill because
cities, especially New York, tends
to vote Democratic. Indeed, Dole
spent most of his campaign away
from the cities and Clinton, assured of the cities' Democratic
alliance, did the same. They
spend most of their time focusing
on suburban America because
"there is no such thing as urban
strategy," said Professor Muzzio.
In a veiled attempt to. cut spending while punishing the poor,
Republicans, according to Professor Muzzio, have succeeded in
their "teward your friends, screw
your enemies" antics by pressuring Clinton to sign this bill.
Professor Thomas Halper,
Chairman of the Political Science
department, discussed the issue
of leadership. Very often, he said,
the followers are at fault when
the leader guides them unto a
years 2000 to 2002, and more
wrong path.. When Bill Clinton
thereafter. "
For the past two years,
signed the welfare reform bill,
Clinton has been a moderate, at"He did what he had to do to get
tempting to negotiate many of the
reelected," said Professor Halper.
ideological differences between
"If he talked candidly, he might
the Democrats and the GOP. Insay that I signed this bill because
. it was forced upon me." Theredeed; his signing of the welfare.
fore, Clinton "is notalt'ruist.ic ...he
reform bill last August, was deonly looks after himself the way
scribed by many political analysts
we all do," explained Professor
as a clear manifestation of ReHalper. But because "presidents
publican appeasement at its
are limited by what they can do,
worst. Janet Gornick, Assistant
professor Halper said that "folProfessor of Political Science,
called this bill "the worst piece of immediate future, Gornick pre- lowers can be realistic about their
domestic legislation ever passed." dicts that "Clinton will face seri- leader." In short, the leader, acShe proceeded to point out what ous set of pressures in the second cording to Professor Halper, "is
she sees as the inherent evils of term to reverse this bill."
not going to solve all of our probthis legislation. Not only does it
But the damage is already
continued on page 5
end federal cash payments to the done. Professor Douglas Muzzio
nomic theory is that,' Republicans believe that reducing taxes
will make people more prosperous, thereby investing in the
economy. This is a false assumption. The problem with the theory,
according to Mesznick, is that
"you don't know if people will invest their money." In that case,
he added, "the deficit will grow by
some $125 billion per year, in the

needy, it limits assistance to five
years and gives "block grants" to
states and other municipalities
to design .their own relief programs requiring work for benefits
rather than traditional welfare.
But worst of all, Gornick said that
this legislation would "disband
the Aid to Dependent Children
(ADC) program," a 60-year legacy
created by President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt. That means
that more American children will
live in poverty, even though "onethird of them," according to Professor Chase, "already do." In
addition, Gornick pointed out that
many Cabinet members are outraged by this legislation. The
most vocal opponents, Donna E.
Shalala, Secretary of Health and
Human Services, and Leon
Panetta, retiring Chief of Staff,
are said to have resigned. Although negative consequences of
this bill are not foreseeable iri the

Vice President Responds as Student Leaders Voice Concerns
continued from front page

influence the tenure of professors through the student evalua tions conducted at the end of
each semester. When a number
of students responded that many
professors who receive dismal
scores on these evaluations remain on staff, Johnson maintained, "Unfortunately, the
measure of a good professor is
not always how well he teaches,
but more often how successful
an academic he is."
In addition, George has
stated that he wants to investigate how effective having students serve on the committee
has been at other CUNY
schools-John Jay, Medgar
Evers and Borough of Manhattan Community College-before
officially pushing for student
representation at Baruch.
Many students expressed
dismay over the threatened

elimination of Baruch's Department of Education. Johnson
stated that the President's decision had not yet been reached.
He went on to explain that when
W. Ann Reynolds took over the
CUNY chancellorship, she made
it a priority for each of the senior Colleges to have a particular identity within the system.
"Baruch's identity was found in
30 seconds-our school is primarily a business school," said
Johnson.
With repeated governmental plans to downsize the CUNY
budgets, the individual schools
have been forced to focus on
their fields of specialization. For
Baruch, this has meant that liberal arts and education disciplines have lost significant funding. "1 really don't see how the
liberal arts fields could be cut
more than they already are,"
Johnson said, adding that if any
further cuts in the College's bud-

get were made, they would have
to affect the Education Department. Johnson also warned that
additional decreases in the
state's budget for higher education would be more than likely
in the upcoming Spring.
Johnson also defended the
forthcoming introduction of the
Academic Certification Examination to the College. "High
scores on the test would be seen
as a validation of the quality of
a CUNY education," Johnson
explained, implying that employers would have a tougher
time looking over City University diplomas accompanied by a
standardized test score.
As for plans to reevaluate
Baruch's current scheduling
grid, Johnson stated that both
the President's and Provost's
offices were willing to instigate
a new study of student and faculty preferences. Another study,
sponsored by the -Day Session

Student Government is to be
released shortly. When a student asked whatever became of
the President's promise, at last
year's Leadership Weekend, to
organize a student referendum
on the current grid, Johnson responded, "1 doubt that he ever
said such a thing." He went on
to say, "The truth is that College is not a democracy," pointing out that the similarity to
the President is in title only.
As in preceding years, the
Weekend was organized and coordinated by the Office of Student Life. Over 90 officers and
representatives of various collegiate organizat.ions, including
clubs, student media and student governments attended.
College President Matthew
Goldstein was unable to appear
at this year's installment of the
Leadership Weekend.
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Joanne Guo, Editor-in-chief, The Ticker: Ticker_EIC@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
David Kinzelberg, Day Session Student Government President:d.ssg-president@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
JamesY~n, Pay Session Student GovernmentVice President: dssLvice_president@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Day Session Student Government Bursar: dss~bursar@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
.
Day Session Student Government Council:dssg_council@SCsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Section
Edi1;()r~StaffWriters at The Ticker: The_Tick.e.r@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
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Dr.Ronald Aaron, Associate Dean of Students: ron...;.a~n@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr. Carl Aylman, Director of Student Life: carCaylman@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Debbie Bick, Associate Director of Student Life:debbie_bick@SCSu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Lisa •Goldstein, Director of Freshman Orientation:lisa~oldstein@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny
.edu
Dr.' Samueldohnson, VieePresident for Student DevelopmentIDean of Students: sam.Johnson@Scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr. Carl Kirschner, Assistant Dean of Students: cilrl_kirschner@scsu:~sitea.b8.ruch~cuD.y
.edu···
.
Sharon Lai, AssistantDirector, Office of Student Life: sharon_lai@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Luz Rodriguez, Office of Student Life; luz~rodrigueZ@SCSu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
.
Marcy Roe, Office of Student Life: marcy_roe@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
.
Jeanette Shuck, Office of Student Life: jeanette_shuck@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr. Mark Spergel, Director of Evening and Graduate Student Services: mark~spergel@Scsu.sitea.baruch.cunY.edu
Susan White, Office of Student Life: susan_whi~scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu·.
'..
. ..
.
\

Z>_~~

Day Session Student Government (see above under Day Session Student Government)
Evening Session Student Association: essa@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Graduate' Student Assembly: gsa@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Hillel Foundation of New York: hillel_foundation@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Newman Catholic Center: newman._center@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.ed~
-'\aStudent Computer Services Unit: scsu@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
S~_

The Graduate Voice: the~raduate_voice@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny,edu
The Reporter: the_reporter@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
.
The 'I'icker;' the_ticker@scsu.sitea.barucb.cuny.edu
L~
Day Session Student Government: dssg@listserver.scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu

Note: To subscribe to a listserver, send an e-mail message to the listserver address shown above with SUBSCRIBE as the subject.
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services•. To sUbUrit Baruch CODegeUrelated e';mail.information,q~tiqns; ~ to Nport-d~ties•.
orQIIJt~~j!L.@'.i~J~,pl~. send
e-mail toscsU@SCsu.sitea~baruch.Cuny.edu.Pleasenoteth8.tduetothelimitednati1reoftb.eSCSU.smandate·an(i~~t.Ae~$Udoes·ii~t
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provide services (such as e-mail accounts.anddial-up:connections.an~
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due to th~.~
s~
. cee limitations oftbis page,thefeat)1red department section willbe.published en a rotafing basis, and at the discretion of the SCSU
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Presidential Politics Discussed at ike Honors Institute
cal stories. In effect, television TV? Absolutely nothing."
has become an unreliable meAnother major source of incontinued from page 4
dium and people are forced to formation, predicts Birdsell,
lems. The country runs by itturn to other sources of infor- will be the Internet. "For the
self." The voters need to be aware
mation. Birdsell seems to agree. first time, the World Wide Web
that they have more say in their
"Bob Dole has been complain- has been used to support camleader and the power to make
ing bitterly that mainstream paign issues," maintained Protheir opinions heard.
newspaper hasn't paid much at- fessor Birdsell. Right now, apBut it might be hard to form
tention to him, especially the proximately two per cent of the
an opinion if people do not know
"O] the 22 minutes of New York Times, when there voters count it as the most immuch about the issues. David
Birdsell, Associate Professor of broadcastnews, only 19 has been 27 articles about him portant source of ·information,
Public Affairs, criticized the me- per cent of seven min- since the campaign," said Pro- and their number keeps increasfessor Birdsell. But Mimi Valoy, . mg. But "it's not going to infludia, especially television, for not
informing the public about the utesisdedicatedtoelec- a senior majoring in.history feels ence the campaign one way or
that the media's unintended ef- the other," said Professor
vital issues of the election. "Of tion news."
fect in pushing people to read Birdsell. In the end, whatever
the 22 minutes of broadcast
the Times "is a class-based 'sources one chooses, "it's critinews, only 19 per cent of seven
minutes is dedicated to election their first showing. Indeed, it thing." She s~id that there is a cal ~o~ you" to' ~ake your own
, : ;n~'Ys.;' ..What. ihi~ ~~~nsl:ate~.to... iS~IIlPOf!sj.b.~~to get, a solid.grasp .. ~is:cr~ID~I?-~t9~Y~}~~;ep~~ipit-be:~ r. d.~,C16ID~-( -<sald: ~I?i"~fessor
. is .that only a .minute .oJ. broad- .oft.he electionissueswhen t~~e. .cause t'pe9ple,. ~~1?-Q 'don t -, rea-d 9.1 .' B~ell.. W ~nee~ somebody to
. 'cast -J1.ews, is spent. on, cover'irig media. .are devoting more of lot , are of~~n u~ed~cat~d and -tell i!$ ~ha~ s..gomgon m the
the election.
But
,thi&.is
prob- their, ~il'time coverage :to ce-:l,~' t?~y: :ar,e~~e. ones ,wh? ~ a~e left ele¢t~on. You have-the re.s~urc;s
..
•
...
: J
lematic because "news reporters. Iebr it ies , catastrophes and 10-' out.. What"are~her~hearIng on - to:thInk about your decision.
,
.
have to keep their coverage going forward," said Professor
Birdsell. So what the American public ends up with is 30
seconds worth of sound bites
from each of their candidates,
none of them repeated after
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]A Question About Education
~

~

.

~ It is time for President Goldstein to make a
d~cision about the Department of Education.

Ifhe plans on supporting the department, let
him publicly state so. Let all students concerned know that they will have a program to
graduate from, now and in the future. If Mr.
Goldstein plans on eliminating this department and throwing students lives in a frenzy,
we at The Ticker say, "DECIDE NOW!". It is
not fair to the students in the Education
Department to keep wondering if they will
have a place to finish their degree.
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•
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President Goldstein our question to you is
simple: will you give your support to the
students in the Education Department, giving them the opportunity to become teachers
(a valuable but under-appreciated resource in
society, especially in New York), or will you
turn your backon the Department of Educa ~
tion, adding to the long list of casualties endured here at Baruch?
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STUDENT GOVS JUST LIKE WASHINGTON!
~

by Coby L. Herd

co
out yet. C'mon guys, it's al- DSSG has expenses for similar
graduate
because
the
Feds
are
~
As I mentioned in the last most Thanksgiving, only about items in the amount of $3, 722.00!
the only ones that I know of
issue, this is a business school five more weeks left in the se- BAD DOG! BAD DOG!
Stop buying $700.00 toilet seats.
and the trick to getting a good mester, Doink! Mi d-f e r m s peeing on the floor! A perfectly
Doink!
education is to learn from the have been over for almost two good copy machine sits unused
We all pay a student serpro's: Obviously,-Baruch's Stu- weeks and everybody Iknowis on the 11th floor, replaced by a
dent Governments (both DSSG getting ready for finals .. new one, bought the first week of vices fee, some more that othand ESSA) have learned this Aren't you guys just a little the semester for the journalism ers based on their day or night
lesson well in advance by their late with the goods? Wasn't department. What the hell is classification. It's truly dishandling of the 1996-97 budget. that how some guy by the name that thing doing down there? heartening to see only a minorThe Day Session Student Gov- of Bob Dole, goofed up? A day Bring that-baby up here and save ity of the students who attend
classesbenifitting DIRECTLY
ernment (DSSG) gets to fiddle late and a dollar short? So go almost $6,000.00, this ain't peafrom money that comes out of
around with $114,498.00 while ahead and waste more of our nuts we're talking about!
'
their pockets. At this rate ALL
the Evening Session Student As- money guys and we'll see you
5)
Hey kids, how a bout student services fee's should
sembly' (ESSA) is saddled with . on the un-employment Hne ,
$4,225.00 for the Evening Ac- only be collected from the stua mere $59,506.00, bringing the
2) DSSG allocated $2,000.00 count.i ng Society? These are the dents for the specific clubs that
for travel abroad! This during same Nit- Wits who had an said students are involved in.
a year when some students are awards dinner, gave THEM- After all I don't see anyone on
having trouble GETTING TO SELVES the awards (for what I the Student Government clamCAMPUS! I recommend that can't imagine) and to top it off, oring to give me a couple of
•
$100.00 be set aside for post- paid the highest prices in the thousand dollars for my new
cards so that' when members city of New York for their tro- Student Club, the Yoga for All,
of DSSG are sipping cognac on ph.ies! Talk about comparative Guitar and Piano Playing,
the Champs Elysee' at least shopping. Obviously these guy-s. Meditation. and Mathematics
we can share in their experi- will be able to work ONLY for the Thursday Evening Wine Club.
ence by recieving a note of Federal Government when they Ommmmmmmmmmmm!
thanks from our representatives as they hammer out issues that affect all of us here
at Baruch (while gazing at the
Eiffe l tower, ..Ah, Paris in the
HERBLOCK'S CARTOON
total cash that YOUR student Spring)! .
government has of YOUR money
3)
ESSA plans to spend
to $174,004.00; almost enough
$3,500.00 on legal fees for the
for any of us to buy a three fa m- _
ye ar, Something sounds fishy
i ly -brownstone in Brooklyn and
.here. We. are.?-Jl~llPP9sedly
say, "the hell wi thhigher -e~tica;'
-going· te--&ll~--in.stitu..ti.on. of.
tion, I'll just collect the rent." . higher learning- so we worr'n
So what exactly is it that get in a position of having t o
these budding bureaucrats are hire an attorney to bail us out
doing with all of our moola. I've of jail! It is my understanding
been trying to figure that out that NYC has a Legal Aid soci~ince the semester started and
true to' good ole' political form, I
was just', this week, invited to
sit in on the weekly council session, where Treasurer Yojna
Verma, gave a comp.lete rundown on how the dinero is
divvied up. Unfortunately, this
little tid-bit was told to me at ety that givesadvice for FREE!
abo~t 2:45 on a Thursday after- If you can't get in touch with
noon when the meeting (which any of the Legal Aid crowd, try
began promptly at 1:30 p.m.; visiting John Jay College,
'cause that's when the food ar- which by the way is one of our
rives) was already over. Good sister institutions, and asking
news though, I was graciously any professor on the campus
invited back the following week where one can go for legal adto ask any questions that I may vice that he/she needs. In the
have about the. said budget and, event that the $3,500.00 is
wonder of wonders, elicited the strictly for speaking fees (infact that the council meeting is viting outside attorneys in to
open to anyone who has an in- speak at club functions) why
clination. Well if finding out aren't the fees directed toabout your money isn't enough wards Legal Aid Society Atof an inclination, then how about torneys?" A student governa free meal? I'm publicly invit- ment group that espouses
ing any st uderrt at Baruch Col- grass roots activism shouldn't
lege to lunch next week at 1:30 lie paying Park Avenue LawThursday afternoon to hear Stu- yers to speak to, or represent,
dent Government's various rea- Baruch's minions.
sons why:
4) According to ESSA's bud1) .$2,300.00 will be spent on get, the Evening Gov~rnment
a DSSG newletter whose FIRST RENTS a copy machine on a
_JS$,l}~ \la~tl't:.EWe:g..come .
12-month le~se for $2,160.00! " . '.
"
._ .. _. ~
.._
...

"So what exactly is
it that these
budding
bureaucrats are
doing with all of
our moola?"

DSSG allocated'
.$2,000 for travel
abroad!

. The'Opinioid'eq,r~B~ed oritheExhale.pages are~~!.~~~~;t~~iy-~al~Tj~,!~'tl:~.
1.50 :. ,~'!ml~r~;:1t,~::fftLt1:rh~~~tfoi\;~~~~~
. 8iaff.~The~Ticker. accepts only typewntten and8'lgneo opJnl,on.p"e~~\'rnomor~ t .,(in.. WO. 81,.0. ..q
0... e
. . ' . • .' be
arti'Cles- isiontntgenf upt,nan editorial, board vote. Letters must be no more tha~ 85p~lUl!rd8•..fj'pe~T~te'f.a~~ !"gned: ,!Jn~l-gn.~~. z,et~~"~'W~lnot-All
pubZfihedt Ho·w'eve·r.;;wh;enapP·rop,.iate,.names···will·~e,withh.eld<.upon
r.efl.ue8t.'~;.l.VJ:lter~.s!!.t)."'dpr.Qv':#e.J'Ia'y~CJ~tf.
~u.e.p'!!"'~i~f~l!.nu~ .: .,.!.
submissione are subject to editing for space and clarity: Address all opinion pleces and letters to the E.xhale editor.
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GOOD JOURNALISM IS FACTS, DUMMIES!
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November I, 1996
Editor, The Ticker
Baruch College
Box F1512
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To the Editors:
by Dr. Jonathan Bascombe
Approximately seven million
vertebrate animals are killed each
year for dissection in U.S. biology
classrooms. To illustrate the rnazo
nitude of this number of animals,
consider that if you lined them all
up end to end, they would stretch
more than twice the length of California alone.
And for what purpose? What
gains are made when students
cut open and explore the insides
of frogs, cats, fetal pigs and dogfish sharks? The Humane Society
of the United States (HSUS) be-

Office of the Provost and
Senior Vice President for
Academic Affairs
Baruch College
The City University of
New York
17 Lexington Ave n ue
Box D-0701
New York, New York 10010
#212 802-2820
FAX 212 802-2824
To whom it may concern:
I am v e rv concerned that the
newspaper quoted me as having
told students that, "none of the
students are taking these [Asian
St u d i e s 1 courses. so we coul d
ap~ ~bO~D
co u r se
s ~emo .. re~··
T
b~'"'
....
~1""..~~
ti a :.: e n e '. e r had a dis c u s s i 0 r:
tibou t en rol l m e n t s in t.h is Pro
.vg r C! m U· i t nan y stu a e n i . a n ci. c o
n :J : k n :J v; T,V h e :-e t hat QUI) t e
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"These conditions
appear to quite
commonplace"
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Editor Should Speak Up!

o n e 01' t h e ~7: I:r~.
might .~~
. . . n.ouraO"~:)
. . +, ... d e n t s L::.... . :"')~
•••
,-,_,::>,-•.
•• _
.,.
., .,
co n s r c.e r m g e n r-o i rrn e n ; in t n e se
c e r n e d t h a t 4.he
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courses.
I have o e e n the primary force behind t h e crea tion of the As ia n
and Asian American Studies
Program, and remain one of its
strongest advocates. My only
discussions about enrollments.
nave been with the SLAS Dean.
. Both of us have bee nge ner al ly..
pleased abou t the student interest. especially since the Pro,
.
gram 15 new ana. t n e co ur ses
n a u not yet Jeer: i i st e c In the
Bulletin. Since students do not
have to declare a minor, we do
not know how many students
will elect these courses. but enrollment in them will be of vai ue
whether or not a student decides to minor in the Program.
Any new program needs the
opportunity to establish itself,
and this important Program will
be given that opportunity. My
confidence in the importance
and success of this Program is
signified by the appointment of
new faculty to strengthen the
offerings. T'h e r e are many reasons why the Baruch Community should place a high priori ty on this Program. including
the large number of Asian and
As ia n-Arn er ica n students who
desire ana want to know more
abou t their cultural and historical background, and the majority of Baruch students whose
business studies must incorporate the importance of the global marketplace, and -As i as
emerging role in the business
world.
.,

HUMANE SOCIETY SHOWS MORE CONCERN
FOR RATS THAN THE STUDY OF MEDICINE

1

, , ' .

,.

Sincerely.

Lois S. Cronholm.
Provost and
Senior Vice President

"

I just wanted. to drop you a note
and to first and [oremosi let you
know how much j enjoy reading, The
Ticker, every week. I actually look for

it.
This is my first semester at Baruch
(I graduated from BMCC. back in
1990L I transferred from Pace
Universary after a very unhappy
year and a half and I must say that
Baruch has changed a bi ~ since
1990. I was enrolled and withdrew
before classes started as I was getting the run around during registration. I was accepted into a program
in which you were supposed (and
that is the key word) to be able to
make up your own major and found
it not to be the case, so I said the heck
with it. I am now pleased to say that
things seem to be a little Detter this
time around, although I still have a
few problems.
It might just De me, but I find it
strange that a college that is sup-

dents seem to do just fine. What is
colleges in the world, doesn't offer Baruch's problem? Hopefully someSaturday classes on the Bachelor's one will get with the program and
level. The college is losing tons of update this wasteful system.
I've also noticed that some of the
money. I'm orie of those fools who
would give up my Saturday's, and Liberal Arts majors only offer upper
the money necessary to attend level classes in the middle ofthe day.
these classes. All areas of the col- Again ~ I say this is a waste of money.
lege should have classes available A lot of working people pick or reon Saturday, especially the rerne- adjust their majors based upon the
. availability. and timing of classes. I
know that I would declare Spanish
as a major if I felt I would be able to
take upper level classes first thing in
the morning or in the evening and
Saturdays.
The future of colleges rests in the
hands of working men and women.
dial classes.
It's time that the colleges realize this
It would definitely be helpful if as the government is cutting finanthe remedial math classes were on
cial aid and there aren't enough rich
Saturday, as their scheduling is
kids tuitions to go around for all the
weird and the classes excessively
colleges, the institutions of higher
long. Other senior colleges offer
learning need us to sustain them.
remedial math classes that are
It's time that they respond to our
equal in time to regular three and
needs and do so in a timely fashion.
four credit classes and the stuThank you for listening'

"Thanks for the
Great Student
Paper."

CUNY SHOULD WAKE UPl
The Sunday Times reported on colleges
should
be
more dent registration periods, is a dis
ovember 10 that most college of- intrumental in denying space to grace. Offering free baubles an
icials say that, "for too many stu- . companies who offer new students trinkets, just to sign up, student
ents, the certainty of owing large easy access credit cards. "1 think
are often at a disadvantage an
oans after graduation is combin- we need to have more responsibilty need to be warned of the conse
ng with banks' marketing ofcredit for warning students about getting quences facing them when highe
ards to them to promote another in over their heads."
interest rates begat bills due at th
On some campuses, the credit e. .d of the month, often at the ex
esponse: spend now, worry later."
-;nse of more pressing issues
ore than any generation before, cards available to students includ his one is weighed down by debt; cards sponsored be· the college or CUNY officials are sadly lackin
d increasingly a debt of its own university, and that may explain good judgement to allow .any 0
part of the students' lack of con- thesecompaniesa~cesstostuden
king. .
Financial Aid officers say a grow- cern about borrowing. Banks are obviously unaware of the perils
ng number of young men and bombarding college students with a credit rating that unsupervise
omen are leaving colleges with credit-card offers, with minimum spending can incur.
As usual the bureacracy at C
ined credit ratings because of requirements going as far as sendin the has shot itself in the foot! Wit
redit cards. Spurred by Federal ing them unsolicited
equirements, colleges routinely mail. This tends to give new stu- tuition increases still outpacin
onduct advisory sessions with new dents a sense ofcarte'blanche when inflation, the time is ripe for all 0
tudents getting financial aid and in essence, debt is the-number one the campuses to take part in th
nterviews with those about to problem facing seniors graduating' 'fiscalresponsibiltyoftheircharges
. .:
. ' . . Any company offering free gifts
aduate or leave college. Warn- today.·.
_The proliferation . o f cre(jitcard.. students for participation in an
ngs to freshmen, Jt~eems, often
an on deaf ears. Barbara Tornow, .companies lining the.streetSorev-, promotion should be banned.' .
.
ston University's executive di- ery one of the' seventeen .CUNY ....
., The Editors
ector offinancial aid stresses that .campuses, especially. during stu- . .

cards

lieves that whatever benefits
might arise from dissections, they
are far outweighed by the associated costs. Allow me to explain.
First, there is the animal suffering involved. Investigations
into the dissection trade have
documented, among other abuses,
cats being drowned ten at a time
in burlap sacks or prodded
roughly into crowded gas chambers, rats embalmed with formaldehyde wh ile still living,..dozens
of live frogs piled into sacks for
days or weeks without food, and
sick turtles kept in filthy, overcrowded holding tanks. These
conditions appear to be quite commonplace, and though they are
inexcusable,and sometimes illegal, they are perhaps not surprising in a business where the "merchandise" is going to end up dead
anyway.
Then there are human social
concerns. A principal goal of life
science education is to teach respect for all living creatures. Dissection is an intrinsically violent

exercise; it involves killing, preserving, cutting apart, then discarding the specimen. However
well-intentioned the instructor's
desire to teach respect for animals, a typical dissection exereise will tend to undermine it by
deval uing the lives of other creatures to the level of expendable
objects. I have personally spoken
with hundreds of bright, compassionate students who find dissection ethically repugnant; their response is sometimes to turn away
from careers in such fields as human medicine, veterinary medicine, or nursing, where compassion is most needed. On the other
hand, less sensitive students may
be hardened by the exercise, the
consequences of yv hich are open ,
to speculation.
"Ab un da nt resources are
availablefor learning, ... that do
not require animals to
, suffer"
There is also quality of education to be considered. Teachers

"Abundant
resources are
available for
learning,...that do
not requre. animals

'0

suffer;..•·. '.'

who continue to use animals in
dissections or other invasive
classroom exercises are apparently unaware of, or unmoved by,
the fact that more than a dozen
studies have been published
showing that students using humane alternatives learn anatomy
and physiology as well as, or better than, students who use animals (The HSUS will provide an
annotated list of these studies to
anyone who. requests it). Abun-

<
compassion for life; dissection fos- CD
ters neither.
CD
"With all the suffering in the :.
world, should we really be adding CJJ
to it in our educational programs?" cD
Perhaps there are a few fields, ~
such as veterinary medicine, for
which cutting open and examining the insides of dead animals is
indispensable. But how i~onic that
healthy animals would be killed

dant resources are available for
learning anatomy, physiology,
genetics, toxicology, and other
animal-related fields that do not
require animals to suffer or die.
These include films, computer
simulations, models, books, or a
trip to the local veterinary clinic.
To anyone who simply cannot bear
the thought of dispensing with
hands-on contact with a preserved
animal, human cadavers offer the
fullscale experience without the
associated ethical problems
(people are not killed for the purpose of dissection, and the patient voluntarily donates hislher
body).
. "the world needs people who
value enviromental stewardship
and compassion for life, .. ,"
Even the economics of dissection do not argue for its use. The
HSUS recently did a cost compazison and found that, for all
Eve species we looked at (shark,
frog, rat, pig, or cat), the cost of
purchasing a broad range of alternative materials was lower
than that of purchasing animals
to dissect. For 270 students (two
students per animal) over a three
year period, the money saved
ranged from $344 (bullfrogs) to
$4,342 (cats). And if you want to
save even more money, just borrow the alternative. The HSUS,
for instance, operates an Alternatives Loan Program that currently has over fortyitems-avaii"

for students whose professional
goal is to.save lives and ease suffering. Conducting spay/neuter
surgeries on animals from the animal shelters, and procuring deceased cats and dogs from their
owners who sign a consent form
are among the ethical ways that
growing numbers of vet schools
are procuring animals for their
training programs. And as for the
use of animals in medical school,
consider that 27 of the nation's
medical programs don't use animals in their curricula, and at all
but one of the.. remaining schools
the animal labs are optional. Using animals to practice surgery
.. has--beeA. iUeg.a1....in.England for.

Finally, there is environmental protection. Many of the animals harmed or killed for classroom use are caught in the wild.
Populations of frogs and sharks,
for instance, have been seriously
declining in recent years, and
while the specific impact of their
capture for classroom use is not
known, it is certainly not ecologically beneficial. Moreover, the
world needs people who value
~nvironmental stewardship and

world, should we really be adding
to it in our education programs?
Is dissection necessary when
other learning methods have been
shown repeatedly to effectively
replace it? Is there any justification for animal dissection when it
has so many counts-animal killing, animal suffering, violation of
students' sensibilities, mediocre
educational merit, and errvironmental disruption-against it? I
think not.

g.

"Even vet schools
don't need to kill
animals to train
their students."

able on a temporary, iree-or- ·lnore 'than··2O()-years;--···n .
charge basis.
With all the suffering in the

EDUCATION A TOP PRIORITY FOR AMERICA
From the Editors:
Americans overwhelmingly support federal spending on programs
that help students go to college.
Respondents of all political persuasions expressed strong backing
for continued funding for student
aid, which ranked with Social Security as a top national priority.
By nine to one -- 89 percent to
10 percent -- respondents to the
survey favored maintaining at
least the current level of funding
for college students. The priority
given to student aid was almost
identical to that for Social Security, about which 92 percent said it
.was "very important" or "somewhat
important" to maintain funding.
College student aid ranked ahead
of health care (83 percent), defense
(81 percent), welfare (58 percent),
and foreign aid (43 percent).
Support for student aid funding was consistently high regard-

less of party affiliation, ideology,
income level, gender, age, or region. For instance, 93 percent of
Democrats, 87 percent of Republicans, and 83 percent of independents classified student aid funding as "very important" or "some~hat important." The same was
true of 84 percent of respondents
who classified themselves as conservative, 91 percent of moderates,
and 94 percent of liberals.
Continued funding of student
aid drew extremely strong backing
from the middle class. Among respondents with family incomes between $25,000 and $60,000, fully
92 percent said it was important
that the federal government maintain programs that help college students. By vast majorities, members of the public view federal student aid as a necessary investment in keeping the nation's
economy strong and competitive.

Fully 92 percent of survey participants agreed that "by providing
financial aid for people who want
to go to college, the federal government is investing in America's future." The percentage was consistently high in all categories. For
example, 89 percent of conservatives, 93 percent of moderates, and
96 percent of liberals supported
this view.
Eighty-seven percent of respondents agreed that "without a
college-educated work force,
America will not be able to compete in the global marketplace,"
and 85 percent agreed that "providing financial aid for college students is a good thing because it
enables the United Statestomaintain a competitive edge with respect to other first-world nations,
such as Germany and Japan."
Agreement was high that "tax
dollars allocated for student aid

•

z
o

programs is money well- spent."
Eighty-six percent concurred with
that statement. including 85 percent of conservatives and the same
share of Republicans. Agreement
among middle-income voters
ranged from 85 percent to 91 percent. Americans do not want to see
federal aid programs sacrificed in
the name of deficit reduction.

"I call therefore a complete and
generous education, that which fits
a man to perform justly, skillfully
and magnanimously, all the offices
both private and public of peace
an d war. "

John Milton
1608-1674
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Please Donate
Canned Food .&
Baby Food to the
Needy
Collection Bins
are Located in the
Lobbies of the
23rd, 25th, and
18th Street
Buildings.
The Canned Food
Drive Will Run
Through
November.
You CAN Make a
I
Difference!

W

EXERCISE REGULARLY AND YOU
COULD LIVE WNGER.
INVEST REGULARLY SO YOU
CAN AFFORD TO.
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.
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By Wei Yan
In today 's financial world,
Japan's stock market appears
to be a giant with one of the
highest capitalizations. However, does its liquidity truly
match with its apparent size of
capitalization? The answer IS,
not exactly.
Most of Japan's capital IS
extensively tied up with longterm cross-share holdings with
one another. This c h a r a ct cr
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$1000's POSSIBLE READING BOOKS..
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free (1) 800-218-9000
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~livision of labor, \Vorkers' dissatisfaction. with the mediocrity of their jobs. long hours.
low pay and lack of opportunities for advancement, led to the
formation of the unibns. Unionization demanded better wages,
benefits and hours of work, but
they did not solve the problem
of monotony inherent in the division of labor.
Decline of manufacturing
industries, rise of service
industries. Expan'ding technology and global competition
'have dictate4 the need for a flexible, educated workforce at every level. Today, machines perform many routine tasks, and it
is creativity that promotes
wealth, not division of labor.
Businesses are motivated to inJ _. -
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:1re permitted to "sample" jC)~:s
by filling in when others are on
\·acation. Further-more. when
AT&T announced layoffs. it
spent a considerable sum advertising the virtues of its
former employees in The Wall
Street Journal in order to induce other companies to hire
them.
Do Salary and Incentives
Motivate? Most Americans
would not hesitate to state that
more money would definitely
motivate them to perform at
work. However, there are others who contend that, while initially a pay raise will increase
productivity, in the long run it
is ineffective.
Salary and incentives are
not motivators. W. Edwards
n-eming argues that while too
little pay can demotivate, more
. ~,,"
-t': . d"; .' '. .'12
."
con l.nue on page
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l}13nagers to :r.oti-':~1te their emlittle
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ployees ciistinguishes \vorlddemotivate~ more pay
class managers from. the mediocre ones.
doesnotmeanmorepr~
Manufacturing Environductivity.'!1
,ment and Hierarchical Management Structure.
The
management 'styles that were
decreased job security and
developed during the Industrial
downsizing. When employees
Revolution ignored worker satare worried about their future,
isfaction. Classical economist
performance and innovation
Adam Smith held that division
suffer. R.R. Waterman states
of labor was essential to achievin his article, "Toward a Career
ing economic growth in a capiResilient Workforce," that emtalist s9ciety. Smith's "divis~on
ployers and employees must
of labor" theory basically states,
share the gnal to continually
that as the tasks performed by
improve each individual's emindividuals are simplified, the
ployability by providing ,opporwealth of society will increase.
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His theory proved optimal in
means that employees at all levassembly line operations, such
els need to be made aware of
!is automobile manufacturing.
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the total capitalization of the Japanese
stock m arhet is reduced by 49% which
comes surprisingly
close to the typical arbitrary a s si g n m e n t
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this index, Tokyo-Mitsubishi
has dropped from the biggest
firm in the market to the seventh because its value slipped
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its proper place within this global economy, Goldman Sachs
has launched a " cross-holdingadjusted" index with the help
of Frank Russell, a constancy
at the Nomuna Research Lnst i,tute. Data was compiled after
careful research and inquiry of
the cross share-holdings of the
Japanese banks and insurers,
A ccor din g tot h e _. c r 0 s s
share-holdings-adjusted" Ind ex . the total capitalization of
r h e Japanese stock market i s
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"Most ofJapan'e capital is extensively tied
up with long-term
cross-share holdings
with one another..
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the market. Very typically, a
50% knock-off is used. Such an
approach has a few disadvantages according to The Economist. The first disadvantage
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Motivating Today's Workforce

•
co

continued from page 11
m
m pay does not mean more pro~

"M'ductivity. Furthermore, studies performed by other manage~ ment theorists have indicated a
~ negative correlation between
~ pay and productivity. Deming
Z contends that rewards produce
temporary results and do not
address underlying psychologi-

:=

"Today, machines
perform many routine
tasks, and it is creativity that promotes
wealth, not division of
labor. "
cal needs, which would be necessary to produce long-term improvements. Moreover, rewards
discourage risk-taking, as employees will be con trolled by the
needs of reward-givers.
Rewards also promote individual
rather than collective advancement. A research and development scien tist refused a pay
raise stating, "Right now my lab
is my playground. I come in and
do pretty much what I want. If
they pay you too much. they
think they own you."
Salary and Incentives are
Motivators. Winston Churchill ,
stated "the virtue of Communism is the equal sharing of
misery. w h i Ie the vice of capitalism is the unequal sharing of

its blessings."
Supporters of
pay as a motivator believe that
pay should be linked to job performance. People respond to incentives when they J>urchase
goods and should do, the same
when they earn a paycheck.
"'There can be no question that
salary and incentives are motivators to a certain degree. However, they should be equitable
and not be used as a "quick fix"
by management as a means to
avoid addressing underlying
attitude problems.

If Salary Doesn't Motivate,
Then What Does?

independently and unsupervised on the Company's fixed
asset plant. Goods they produce are sold back to Semlin as
well as to other manufacturing

"Winston Churchill
stated "the virtue of
Communism is the
equal sharing of misery, while the vice of
capitalism is the unequal sharing of its
blessings."

Employee Participation. Programs to foster employee participation have been successful companies. All company meetin many companies, including ings are open, thereby elimiSaturn Car Co.'s quality control nating the costly filtering-necircles and General Electric's gotiating process of- traditional
"Work-Out Program." An im- labor relations. Each employee
portant component to the s uc- is given a desk and computer in
cess of these programs is the an
area
called
the
need of support from top man- "Thinkodrome." This program
agement, as people will gener- works because income and seally be resistant to inquiries. curity are at risk so employees
GE's Work-Out program re- are motivated to produce qualquires managers to give on-the- ity products in a timely manspot responses to employees nero The same is true for i nd eduring routine company-wide pendent contractors. If work is
meetings. Additionally, flex low quality and exceeds the budtime, opportunities for ex- get, they will not retain cl ipanded job responsibilities, em- ents. At Semlin, employees are
ployee assistance programs and treated as adults, and managehealth insurance are all proven ment assumes they will not take
motivators. as they promote re- advantage. The president of
sponsibility and accountability. Semlin states that he sacr-ifices
The company is counting on control for a motivated. respon"me" personally. Semlin, a ~ sible workforce who go home and
manufacturing company in Bra- think about his business bezit allows its employees to work cause they are personally in-

volved.
The philosophy at 3M states
that "Mistakes will be made, but
if 'a person is essentially right,
these mistakes are not nearly
as detrimental as those management will make in the longrun if it is dictatorial and tells
employees how to do their jobs."
3~ encourages employee idea
development, and this is how
one of its most successful products, Post-It Notes, was developed.
Clearly Defined Organizational Roles,. W. Edwards
Deming stated that "Even the
most talented and motivated
employees cannot work when an
organization's basic systems are
flawed and stand in the worker's
way. "
Conclusion. In an era when
Americans are becoming more
cyriical about the future of businesses in light of global competition and the rapid growth of
worker-replacing technology,
motivational programs are becoming a k ey element to a
company's success or failure.
Technology has created the need
for an educated workforce at all
levels of an organization, from
the mailroom to the executive
offices. While companies once
viewed workers as disposable
means to an end, today's complex business environment die,tatesthat employee.satisfact.ion
a t all levels is required· to
achieve the maxim urn team prod ucti vity and efficiency necessary to succeed.

Nike: A Shoe-Maker With An
International Perspective

Comptiny

Report

more and is currently looking for
retail space in Japan, Germany,
and England. These stores with
climbing walls and built-in bas-

"Nihe has also signed
international soccer
players to lucrative contracts comparable to the
ones offered to Michael
Jordan andKen Griffey
Jr. in the states. "
\

question Nike's focus. "Nike
does run the risk of overexposure." Said Kurt Barnard, a retail consultant, Nike is eventually going to control the whole
event, from theme parks to team

"Industry experts also
question the Nike's fQcus. Said of retail consultant
Kurt
Barnard, "Nike does
run the risk of overexposure."
ownership," predicts Diadoras
Gorman, a former Nike executive. At the pace in which th~Y're
moving, who can say if they
haven't already? Nike Inc. reported record r e v en ue s and
earnings for the company's first
quarter ended Aug. 31, 1996.
Fi r.st, quarter net rincome totaled.
$226.111lil1io~or$1;,53' p,e~ -sJ1a:r~,'-
compared .to f182.1' milfion or
$1. 25 per share from last year.
Worldwide revenues were $2.28
billion, an increase of 34 percent
. from $1.70 billion per share.
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Golden Key Society Inducts Top Student
By Bradley Bailyo
As the day faded into the
night and the sun set over Manhattan, a select group of individuals amassed in Baruch College's
Emanuel Saxe Lecture Hall.
There was nervous chatter and
several las~-minute preparations
as the crowd anticipated the induction of over two hundred
Baruch students into the Golden
Key National Honor Society.
Golden Key is an internationally
recognized honor society dedicated to life-long academic excellence and community service.
the opportunity to become a
member of GKNHS is one of the
greatest honors a person may,
achieve.
Soon, G K Baruch Chapter
President Karen Holder approached the podium to begin the
ceremony. Silence settled upon
the room as a guitarist quietly
played and the Society's crest
glowed on the podium. Ms.
Holder first congratulated the inductees on their outstanding academic records. Membership in the
Society is only offered to those
students who are either juniors or
seniors and are in the top 15 percent of their class.
With a student population
approaching sixteen thousand,
meeting this criterion is a formidable task.
Ms. Holder next reminded
the inductees that their responsibilities to the community were
just beginning and discussed five
of G K's most successful programs.
The Adopt-A-S<.jhool Program permits volunteers to become classroom assistants at PS2
and/or tutors for those students
who need help in a certain subject. The Adopt-A-Shelter Program permits volunteers to tutor
less fortunate people at the Neighborhood Coalition for Shelter in
basic reading, writing. and arithmetic so they can get back on their
feet.

Volunteers in the Feed the went on to enumerate the accom- was the fourth recipient of the
Homeless Program serve food at plishments of the inductees and honorary membership. She is a
a local soup kitchen once per .the audience was clearly im- professor of English at Baruch
month. In the Lunch for the Eld- pressed.
and, like her three colleagues, is
The current executive board a humanitarian and has far exerly Program, volunteers deliver
pre-made food to homebound eld- of the Baruch Chapter of the ceeded all expectations for comerl y on the upper east side who Golden Key Society was then in- c munity service and academic exwould otherwise starve over the troduced and while the members cellence. Previous honorary
weekend because food is only de- had many unique characteristics, 'members have included Presilivered to them five days per the most notable was that they dents Clinton and Reagan, UNCF
week. The Volunteer Income Tax represented the cultural and eth- President William Gray, Nobel
Assistance Program is Baruch's nic diversity of Baruch. There Prize winner Elie Wiesel and
specialty. In this program, vol- . were officers from Poland, Rus-American Red Cross President
unteers fill out tax forms free of sia, Barbados, Cyprus and Puerto Elizabeth Dole.
The keynote address was
cost at various sites around the Rico, among others. Such diversity is truly symbolic of the egali- given by honorary member Procity.
The next person to speak tarian character of the Society and fessor Francis B. Tansey. Profesat the ceremony was Zenobia it adds to the variety of opinions sor Tansey discussed what he
Sadler, die Society's eastern 're- contributed~by"tbeofltcers'to-tbe'--caUed-the-~insand our.of.the ,r~~I._ ..
world." The--two-"ins~'-arejnter
gional director. She pointed out Society's management.
personal skills and internships and
that the Baruch Chapter has an
outstanding reputation and has
"....volunteers deliver the one "out" is to remember
Baruch and help out current
won five Key Chapter awards, an
pre-made food to Baruch students when you have
incredible feat. She also pre-,
sented some history on the soci- homebound elderly on the power to hire them for your
ety, such as the fact that it was the upper east side who corporation. One very notable
facet of Professor Tansey's perfounded two decades ago, has 240
would
otherwise
starve
sonality is his sense of humor. His
chapters (domestically and internally), is student run and advisor over the weekend be- speech made somecritical points
led and has many corporate spon- causefood is only deliv- but also kept the audience
amused.
sors.
ered
to
them
five
days
KPMG is one of the corpoDean Ronald Aaron is the
. k ... "
rate sponsors of Golden Key and
advisor for the Baruch Chapter. per wee
each year they award two scholHe obtained this position seven
Four distinguished individu- arships at the induction ceremoyears ago when the Society came
to Baruch and has seen it tum into als were presented with honorary nies of all 244 chapters. One
one of the most active chapters in memberships during the cer- scholarship goes to the most outthe organization, as evidenced by emony. Mr. Jerome Berg is a standing junior inductee, the other
its five awards in this brief time member of the Board of Trustees to the most outstanding senior inspan. During his time at the po- of the City University of New ductee. The junior recipient. was
dium, the Dean introduced his York and has a long history of Ivanna Garibaldi and the senior
concept of the corporate image of contribution to education. Dr. recipient was Natasa Milosevic.
a .most desirable student - the Sidney Lirtzman is Dean of the Needless to say, both individuals
"superperson." There are many School of Business at Baruch and had tremendous records of comstudents with ultra-high grades his outstanding performance in munity service and stellar GPA's.
The fmal event was the most
who apply for positions with big filling this position plus his precorporations and there must be a vious record of community ser- spectacular and the one which
everybody had been waiting for.
factor with which the body of ap- vice earned him this, award.
Mr.: Francis B. Tansey is a The executive board called the
plicants may be differentiated.
Very often that factor is commu- lecturer in the Department of Eco- roll of new inductees, one by one,
nity service. A student must not nomics and Finance. He was a to receive a certificate and be cononly receive high grades, but also CUNY graduate, a volunteer gratulated by an array of Golden
be willing to give of himself to firefighter and a pillar of the comthe community. The Golden Key munity in-general. The Society
National Honor Society is dedi- feels he "exemplifies the Golden
continued on page 17
cated to this principle. The Dean Key spirit." Dr. Paula Berggren
r
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ASE DOM
Asso ciati on of Dom inca n
Stud ents
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We at ASE DOM are a cultu rally base d
orga niza tion. We belie ve in pres ervin g our
herit age whil e expo sing othe r ethni c grou ps to the
histo ric back grou nd and custo ms of our Carib bean
life. We are inter ested in meet ing new peop le who
are serio us and dedi cated to chan ging the Latin o
imag e to a more posit ive one whil e havin g tons
of fun doin g it.
If you woul d like to find out more , drop by
room 1512 of the 360 PAS build ing and drop a
note in theA SED OM mail box. Leav e your name
and a telep hone num ber wher e you can be
reach ed.

P.RI.D.E.
We are an ever grow ing happy family, where
you can meet people that are not just Puerto Rican but,
of other nationalities. We'r e a place where you can
feel welcome, wher e everyone looks out for everyone
else. We'll help you out with school, friends, and family
problems. We are a place to go to on a rainy day to
talk, laugh, and relax from school and family stress.
We tbrowparties, watch movies, learn new things about
other people's cultures' including our own.
We meet in the 26th Street building in Room
1421 everyday, but mainly Tuesday and Thursday's
during club hours..

THE SOC IETY
FOR HUM AN RES OUR CE
MAN AGE MEN T (s.H. R.M .)

The Soci ety for Hum an Reso urce
Mana geme nt, whic h is affili ated with the Natio nal
Orga nizat ion, prov ides Hum an Reso urce majo rs,
and other inter ested stude nts, with the oppo rtuni ty
to inter act with facu lty and prof essio nal
pract ition ers in the Hum an Reso urce and other
Busi ness Man agem ent areas .
Profe ssion als com e in and give advic e in
areas such as resu me writi ng, critiq uing , and
inter view s, and also, givin g insig ht into what
pros pecti ve emp loye rs are look ing for in job
appli catio ns.
An impo rtan t bene fit of SHR M
mem bersh ip is the abili ty to regul arly netw ork
with profe ssion als, givin g stude nts the much
need ed conta cts for enter ing the tough job mark et.
The S.H. R.M . meet s on Thur sday s durin g
club hour, at 360 PAS, Room 1816 .

BUS INE SS TO BUS INE SS

INT ERV ARS ITY
CHR ISTI AN
FEL LOW SHI P

-

Com e and be apar t of the Jew ish
Com mun ity at Baru ch Coll ege. Mee t new
peop le, impr ove your netw orki ng skill s, get
The Purp ose of the Inter Vars ity Chris tian relig ious infor mati on, have FUN !!! Plea se
.
Fello wshi p
see Ellen Steig man in 360 PAS room 1511
t
1. To lead other s to perso nal faith in Chris or call at (212 )802 -680 8 for mor e
as Lord and Savi or
infor mati on
rity
matu
rd
towa
grow
tians
Chris
2. To help
Pill ETA SIGM A
by
,
Bible
the
in their Chris tian faith by study of
NATIONAL FRE SHM AN HON OR SOC IETY
praye r, and by Chris tian fello wshi p
3. To help stude nts and facul ty to disco ver
Phi Eta Sigm a is a nati onal hono r soci ety
God' s role for them
for und ercl assm en (fre shm an and
soph omo res). Our goal is to enco urag e and
UPC OMI NG EVE NTS : (Eve nts are held in rewa rd acad emic exce llenc e amo ng Baru ch
360 PAS)
, Coll ege stud ents . Our activ ities inclu de:
wor ksho ps o n- diff eren t topi cs of
THE FINA NCE AND ECO NOM ICS
in tere st(i n tern ship s, man age m en t,
SOC IETY
resu me enha ncem ent and scho larsh ips) ,
to
open
is
ty
Socie
s
omic
Econ
&
ce
Finan
The
visit s to plac es of inte rest (UN , Unic ef,
al
nanci
all of those interested in the processesof thefi
etc.) , part icip atio n in volu ntee r' prog ram s
iew
worl d It providesstude nts with aninformativev
inclu ding New York Care s Day , Volu ntee rs
of current change and thefuture trend s in the rapidly of Ame rica, and the Salv atio n Arm y. We
evolving financial world via various fimctions such hope to mak e the tran sitio n proc ess into
as lectures, symposiums, and field trips.
·Bar uch a 'plea sant one for fres hme n by
We meet in Room 640 / 26th Street Building serv ing as a link betw een the activ ities
carr ied out by the colle ge and the stud ents .
BET AAI .PHA PSI
CLU B
DU RIN G
US
JOI N
Membership is BetaAlpha Psi gives you an instant HOU RS( THU RSD AYS IN ROO M 424;
scholarly recognition. Beta Alpha Psi invites guest 26T H STR EET BUI LDI NG) .
speakers who are recognized in their fields andw ho are
. The .offi cers of .the _c~~pt~r ca~.. be
decis ion make rs in huma n resou rces depar tmen ts at . cont acte d ·thro ugh the Dea n of Stud ents .
potential employers. The Big Six Accounting firms are offic e at 360 PAS room 1702 , (212 )802 -682 0
focusing less on the campus interview and are putting
THE BARUCH ARC HER Y CW B
firms
These
.
cation
entifi
far greater reliance on pre-id
What is archery? You' ve seen it in the movies;
Beta
of
bers
mem
efor
erene
gpref
ahirin
oped
have devel
the vario us Robi n Hood films bein g the most
a
me
beco
to
you
invite
Alph a Psi. Therefore, we
memorable. It's been seen in the mediatypes as simp le
your
age
lever
to
order
in
Psi
a
Alph
Beta
mem ber of
as a comic book, and in events as grand as the Olym pic
participation in our society for your job search. Please
games. And yet, most people only have a vagu e notion
for
s
board
in
bullet
e
colleg
on
d
poste
look for our flyers
of just what the sport is all about.
have
not
do
You
ers.
numb
room
and
dates
ing
meet
the
So, why not drop by and check it out We woul d
ngs.
meeti
the
to be a member to attend
be glad to teach and train anyone interested. We provide
Skills
tion
unica
Comm
10/3
s:
event
ming
Upco
equipment and no experience is necessary.
10/10 - Mock Interview, 10/ all the
in Public Acoounting
For more inform ation please go to the 6th floor
shop
Work
r
Lette
r
Cove
and
17 - Resume
gym at the 23rd street building.
BAR UCH ACI llEV ERS
All are welcome.
nts
stude
uplift
to
is
n
izatio
organ
our
of
The goal
THE SOC IAL AND POL ITIC AL
by providing them with valuable information about
CLU B
current issues that we feel is pertinent to them. The
SAP is one of Baru ch's new est club s
topics of out events range from surfing the Internet,
in Nov emb er of 1995 . The goal of the
dressing for an interview, to financial planning on an foun ded
club is to prov ide a foru m for the discu ssion of
individual basis.
Polit ical issue s thro ugh the use of
We hope that the activities we promote help to Social and
rs, spea kers, deba tes and mov ies.
better prepare Baruch students for their future, as well news lette
ster the club was invo lved in
as bring them closer together, in an environment where Last seme
num erou s activ ities inclu ding a fund raisi ng
there is cultural diversity.
supp ort of a sexu al
Meetings are Thursdays, Room 1862, 360 PAS raffle draw ing;
Harr assm ent work shop host ed by the
from 12:35-2:20.
Help line office, parti cipa tion in the D.S. S.G
CHI NES E CHR ISTI AN
deba te, the publ icati on of two new slett ers,
FEL LOW SHI P
e comp etitio n. This
Chinese Christian Fellowship believes thatthere and the host ing of a danc
club 'will be work ing close ly
is only one True God, the God of Israel, We believe in seme ster, the
ical Scie nce Dep artm ent with
the infinitely perfect, sovereign, eternal Trinity of the with the Polit
upon the achi evem ents of
Father, Son and Holy Spiri t We also believe that Jesus the aim of build ing
ster. We hope that you the
Quis t was sent from Heaven to Earth to serve as a the prev ious seme
will prov ide supp ort as
sacrifice on the cross for our sins. Believing and living Baru ch Com mun ity
e a useful cont ribut ion to
by God' s commandments will bring salvation. He will the club could mak
thec oll e,
return to earth to establish His kingdom of righteousness
and peace. We are here to spread the Gospel to the
campus of Baruch College with an emphasis on the
IfYoUl~
Chinese(American and overseas-born) students.
ill.
We meet every Thursday between 12:25 and
Hel'e~

The Busin ess to Busin ess Marketing Society
(BTB ) is a club that enhances academic knowledge and
bring s the real world of industrial and commercial
marketing to its mem bers. Our main goal is to help
members to be better prepared for associated career
advancement, and to guide them toward the market
activity of organizations who engage themselves in
marketing to other business. BTB provides an arena
where speakers are invited to talk on a varietyof subjects,
industry-marketing trends in Corporate America as well
as counseling on careers in marketing,
B1B is an organization that promotes awareness
and unde rstan ding' abou t mark eting activ ity with
companies that sell good s and services primarily to other
businesses and institutions, not the final consuiner. If
you are a student that would like to gain exposure to the
many professionalsengaged in industrial maIketing,join
AIL ARE ;:~ .
Room 839, 360 PAS.
us during dub hours
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But the intro duct ion of elect ronic ery digit al coin creat ed and spen t dom inate d by cred it card s. With
. In toda y's vira' new encr yptio n techn olog ies like
tual mark etpla ce, cash , also calle d e-mo ney, digit al .with in its syste m nece ssita tes
c Tran sacti ons
peru sal of an cash or digit al mone y, may be the huge and unwi eldy datab ase; this the Secu re Elec troni
(SET ) proto col bein g deve loped by
ever -inc reas ing virtu al mark et's most prog ressi ve crea tes scala bility prob lems .
Visa and Mas terca rd and othe rs,
. selec tion of onlin e thru st to date .
peop le may acqu ire new confi denc e
good s and ser- Whe ther . that
. in the secu rity of onlin e comm erthru st even tuvice s is easy cial trans actio ns.
and gets easie r all ally com es to
Besi des the cred it card mark et,
the time . Payi ng d 0 min ate
there is also a grow ing nich e mar·for any of it, Inte rnet com ket for. smal l onlin e purc hase s ·thou gh, rema ins a merc e rema Ins
those betw een 25 cent s and $10 ·virt ual cybe rpain . to be seen .
that are cons idere d too smal l to
Elec tron ic
Bank s and softmak e a cred it card tran sact ion
ware comp anies , cash is, for all
wort hwhi le. Thes e inclu de news
hopi ng to reali ze inten ts and purand infor mati on, grap hics, game s
some of the run- pose s, the elecand the like. This nich e mark et
. '" away profi t poten- t rorri c equi vagy:
cash . All'
The othe r syste m, NetC ash, is su- also has its prop er tech nolo
tial of cybe rspac e, try to deve lop all lent of conv entio nal pape r
oper ate perio r in scala bility to Ecas h be- micr opay ment s techn ology , such as
ms
syste
cash
ronic
elect
sysent
paym
ronic
elect
of
ner
man
an caus e it uses mult iple curr ency . the intro duct ion last year of the .
way:
e
sam
the
h
muc
ty
pret
the
on
er
cent
h
whic
of
y
terns , man
mer' s serv ers and track s only the cur- Micr oPay men t Tran sfer Proto col
cred it card . Tha t caus es prob lems onlin e bank conv erts a custo
al cash renc y "cur rentl y in circu latio n," (MPT P). Syst ems that will utiliz e
beca use cons ume rs, feari ng onlin e conv entio nal cash to digit
. This e- rath er than ever y sing le digit al elec tron ic chec ks, such as
fraud , hesi tate to give out their . (enco ded digit al num bers)
to the coin in an unbr oken serie s. On the Chec kFre e and NetC hex, are also
cred it card num bers in cybe rspac e, mori ey is tran sfer red
e it can othe r hand , the auth ors say, in the work s.
these comp anies say. Yet, the same custo mer' s hard drive wher
For the fores eeab le futur e, then ,
pur- NetC ash is "less anon ymo us" than
rnet
Inte
for
used
be
then
using
lem
prob
no
have
rs
ume
cons
a ~stem of mult iple onlin e paym ent optio ns
ferre d Ecas hbec ause .it usesr::':
their .card s . over the phon e or in . chas es. The- e-mo ney is trans
to-ae resta uran ts or depa rtme nt store s, to vend orst bata rese t--up
who
wher e risks are as grea t or grea ter. cept this form of paym ent,
bank ,
The perc eptio n of man y woul d-be then retu rn it to the onlin e
to cononlin e custo mers , howe ver, is that wher e it is conv erted back
the cybe rnigh t has a thou sand eyes vent iona l cash .
In a pape r publ ishe d 'on the
- abou t a thou sand too man y.
DOQ,al
Prof errin g their card num ber to one Wor ld Wid e Web , Dr.
ague ,
wait er, telep hone oper ator or store O'M ahon y and a colle
the Netclerk at a time , they say, is done Mich ael Peirc e, both of
icati ons
know ingly and in a fairly contr olled work s and Tele com mun
Colle ge
envi ronm ent. Tha t is one thing . Rese arch Grou p at Trin ity
three
Floa ting that num ber befo re count- in Dub lin, Irela nd, iden tify
elecless unse en Net surfe rs and hack - sign ifica nt area s that any
troni c cash syste m shou ld addr ess:
ers is some thing else.
secuEven so, for the mom ent, the scala bility , anon ymit y and
rity.
mea ns of payScal abili ty refer s
men t for mos t
to the proc ess of
cybe rspa ce purthe
trac king
chas es rem ains
syste m's spen t or
the sam e as for
used -up "coi ns"
con ven tion al
(the data bloc ks
ones : the telethat repr esen t
phon e and the
mon etary valu es),
car-d .
cred i t
so that they cann ot
Stric tly spea kbe spen t twic e;
ing, most onlin e
anon ymit y ensu res
com merc ial esthat the e-mo ney is
tabli shme nts use
, with
"iden tifie d coins ," in cont rast to are likel y to be the norm
and,
ble
acea
untr
and
no dire ct elec
Ecas h's num bere d bank acco unts com pani es like Visa
,
cash
lar
regu
like
on
tron ic paym ent
"blin d signa tures ." Thus , some Mas terca rd wan ting to stay
and
to
ed
Iink
be
t
can'
syste m as such .
top of ever y one of them . "As sigymit y is lost.
anon
rity
secu
;
user
the
ents
Inst ead, thei r
O'M ahon y and Peirc e say their nific ant play ers in the paym
enof
use
lves
invo
terca rd]
sites func tion as
"hyb rid" PayM e Proto col Set incor - busi ness , [Vis a and Mas
y
olog
techn
tion
cryp
in any
mere elec tron ic
pora tes the best featu res of-bo th will also have an inter est
and
fraud
e
onlin
from
ect
prot
to
cusows;
wind
store
or
ods
"bill boar ds"
syste ms. For a detai led expl ana- othe r netw ork paym ent meth
.
theft
and
t
wan
tome rs see wha t they
of thes e syste ms and an in- that will evolv e," O'M ahon y says .
tion
re
Secu
e,
leabl
"Sca
r,
pape
The
payber,
then orde r via an 800 num
discu ssion of elect ronic cash "I wou ld expe ct them to have a
ed
form
ReW
WW
for
t
men
Pay
h
Cas
it
ing by conv entio nal chec k or cred
ers can read this keen inte rest in Micr opay men ts
read
ral,
gene
in
Set,"
col
Proto
e
PayM
with
ces
card . In othe r case s, custo mers sour
pape r at the auth ors' Web site at techn olog y."
weak
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s
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"full
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Golden Key Inducts Top Student,
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from page 13

Key authorities.
Each and every inductee
was evidently very proud of this
honor but nobody was prouder
than Dean Aaron and the Officers. As they made their contributions to the ceremony, it was exceedingl y obvious by the emotion
in their voices and the looks on
their faces that this is not some-
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where they had to be' but somewhere they were truly grateful to
be.
These new members represent the .spiritual renewal and ongoing legacy of the Golden Key
National Honor Society, a project
to which the Dean and the Offic-ers are whole-heartedl y dedicated
to.

TO THE GUY WHO CAME TO
LEADERSHIP WEEKEND AND ,DID
NOT ATTEND ANY OF THE
ACTIVITIES. NOT ONLY DO WE
THINK YOUR ACTION WAS IN POOR
TASTE, WE THJNK YOU'RE PRETTY
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From the participants ofLeadership Weekend '96
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Questions?
Comments?
Ideas about
Cyberspace?
Send them all
my way!
Call Paola at
802-6800
o}
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Members of the Social and Political club at their Halloween dayl SAP. and Speech club members come together once again for
U.S. Election debate. Amongst those shown are Noe Garcia,
Treasurer of the SAP. (far left); Oborme Ofyia, adviser to S.AP.
(center); and Janiene Danelle, a committee member ofS.A.P.
(far right).

••

I

a photo opportunity. Shown are Robert Faray President of the
Speech Club (far left), Noe Garcia; Kendwant Kendame president of SAP., Robin Boyce. Syndicated cofumrrist for SAP.
(third from right) and Cinto Guhenrez V.P. of S.A.P. (far right)
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You've got a lot to grin about when you use A1&T or an
A1&T Universal MasterCarde. Like an A1&T True Rewards"
Member Benefit Card Just flash it and:
."Sam Goody/Musidand gives you a 15% discount

on CDs and cassettes.
•

"TCBY"~ Treats

gives you a freebie after you buy two.

• BIDCKBUSTER VIDEO~ makes your third movie
free, when you rent two"
• Amtrak lets your companion travel. for 25% off.
But True Rewards is just one part of our special
college package. Here are some more:

To sign up for the A1&T True Rew~ Program, call

1 800 654-0471

AT8&T

Your True Choice
http://www.an.comIcollege
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(These freebies are
et1Closed what you buy

a speeiaUy IMarked .
NYNEX Prepaid.
Calling Card:}

fZ

.

freebie t;,.t-.......
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. Angel Ramos
Lower Senior

Darren Hartley
Upper Junior

"I think it's very unnecessary to have armed
guards because it creates a bad jJsycl,earound the
parties. Students will feel threatened and .find it hard
to eDjoy 'themselves,"

"I have never been exposed to such strict security
even.at normal New York clubs. 1 think it's ridiculous
- to have an armed guard, as if someone will come to a
Baruch party packing heavy steel."

thitIg I retMeIIlber was getting
."

hollte
about ~ lltiftuta after
....
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I was supposed to call JetL

_.• £LP1.,IN£

.

I was definitely in the

~

..~c. to.

·~.-.t'll

doghouse. Jut I had

"yo.

used up II1Y change

•••••• ¢o:.

'n. :.U,I
~.#.i;<i$t

trying 10 retttedy

. ·············· . -

a IalMdry fiasco

Pamela Bruce
Lower Sophomore

where all of II1Y

.....11.

Carmen R. Medina
Lower Freshman

1tghtie-whities were
dyed pink by a single

"It really doesn't bother me."

red sock. I couldn"t evett call

"I hate the idea of having someone up on my ass
constantly whlle I'.mtrying to have fun. That's how I
feel about the. present securtty."

her 10 patch things up.

So I stopped at the store and bought a NYNEX Prepaid Calling Card. There were FlEE ",ovie
tickets in the package. theM it hit IIIe: Not 0t1Iy could I use tItY Prepaid Card 10 eaII and beg her forgiveness, but I
¥

\

could take her to a FREE flick. 100. I btew I had thought up solMethiMg brilliatrt 10 witt her back. I just couldn't
reIMeJI1ber what it was. Hope she likes pittk.

NYNEX Prepaid Calling Cards (with FREE ~ovle flcke1l)

are available at convenience stores near your campus.

Maritza Ocasio
Lower Junior,
o 1996 !'o'YNEX Corporation

t'
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-Andre Correa
Upper Sophomore

e d " 1 think it's a really bad idea."
. \
.
:'" "I\think that it is necessary for there to be arm
securfty'beceuse the potential exists for trouble to start
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Actors ,,_Actresses

Identify the actor/actress
from thefollowingmovie

a>

-

The Stars of "Set It .Off' Speak Out

Across
Usual Suspects
Bodyguard
Aliens II
Gung Ho
Halloween (original)
Rising Sun
A Time To Kill
Batteries Not Included
Gorrillas in the Mist
New Jack City
Tremors
City Slickers
Trading Places

•

By Manny Rodriguez
Once again, the college press
has another conference with an
actor (s) to find out the inner
workings of their latest film. This
is always exciting and on this day
we had the four stars and director
of the newly released film from
New Line Cinema, "Set It Off."
Queen Latifah, Vivica Fox,
Kimberly Elise, J ada Pinkett and
director F. Gary Gray met with
us graciously and answered all of
our questions honestly and proved
themselves to be the down to earth
people we hoped they were. Here
are select excerpts from the
interview session:

Down

Answer to w
last issue's
Word Search
B

S

=

Q)

;>

C)

+'>

U)

----I Q

L..-

The stars of "Set It Off': (I. to r:)
Vivica Fox, Kimberly Elise. Jada
Pinkett and Queen Latifah.

Q: (directed to Elise) How was it Q: Did you experience a vicarious
working .wi th veterans who have catharsis in carrying out these
worked in movies already?
roles because there are so many
Elise: Oh, this is gonna be a young women who are in
tough act to follow, working with situations like this'?
this group of people. These sisters Fox: The experience of doing this
and this brother,' who just took 'movie-'I'm-nottoo far ·a.way from
me ill, like farrrily, took icare 'of 'Frankie and believe it or not, you
me. It was kind of overwhelming can ask Latifah, it wasn't hard
at first. First couple of weeks of for me. I've been waiting for this
rehearsal, I probably said like five experience to happen to me for a
words. But they looked out for me long time because usually they
and took care of me. It was a very don't give you this strong of a role
positive experience and a tough for African American females. A
lead in a film, an action film, and
act to follow.

Saturday Night Fever
Mad Max: Beyond the Thunderdome
Strange Days
Caddy Shack
Breakfast Club
The Gay Divorcee
The Jazz Singer
Set It Off
Star Wars
Road Warrior
Revenge of the Nerds
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Gary did not sugarcoat anything.
The experience for me was just
incredible. I was happy that I
could be strong, and be in it, and
not always be likeable, and we
were villains, and that people still
cheered for. us.
Q: "What was the. prepara tion

like for this movie?
Gray: During rehearsals, what I
wanted to do, when we had a
short period for rehearsals, we
had two weeks, and all you would
do is jump into the script and
memorize lines. But what I

By Anthony Gregory
songs set the stage for the
The boys from Burlington direction this album is going in.
Vermont are back with "Billy That d irection being looser,
Breathes," their sixth studio shooting for a live, natural,
release (Elektra) and like sound, but yet still showcasing
always
they
deliver
an the virtuosity of Trey Anastasio
eclectically excellent array of (guitar), Mi-ke Gordon (bass),
their own brand of hybrid rock - Jon Fishman (drums), and Page
which after all is responsible McConnell (keyboards). They
for their own mystical cult all sing, and the album shows
following ever since their first off their abilities to both do lead
release "Junta," in 1986.
vocals, and provide back up
Following on the heels of '94's harmonies. The album also has
studio album "Hoist" and '95's more acoussic guitar than usual.
concert album "A Live One,"
"Waste" is the first acoustic
g/1o/$~&s'
"Billy Breathes," is a departure song on tljealbum and the lyrics
from the studio slickness of hint toward· being a knock tracks like "Taste," where the
"Hoist" but yet doesn't convey against the music.industry, and band goes from World Beat-jazz
the Phish concert experience as Anastasio sings, ~'. .. .doing into an open jam. "Cars Trucks
like "A Live One." However anything where myli~ is an and Buses," the instrumental
"Billy Breathes" is an amazing open book.." 'The othe:tacoustic on the CD, has' a Calypso beat
sonic soundscape, somewhere tunes on ~-Billy Breathes" are courtesy of Fishman, but is
in-between the two previous "Talk," a song about not gett-ing fused with McConnell's Grateful
releases, offeringeveJything through toclose minded people, Dead.influenced organ playing.
from Rock and Folk to Bluegrass "Trainsong," a bluegrass tune, Gordon jumps in with the
and Worl~ ¥~.~ic\~!t's~~~~.r and "Swept-Away." Then "Bliss" groove, and Anastasio weaves
than p r e v i o us releases. out serves a~ an acoustic intro to -in and out. "Theme From ·the
nev·~rtheles.s-is·lGO%Phish, ""l;'. the mellow folk rock oftheJitl~~'~~Bottom," the ~pit.o~p1e of
Th·e··':'" CD'" o p'e ns with the track "BillyBreathe·s.~"··T'· . :'.~ ·.~-::.experimental tracks .onthe CD,
straight ahead rock tune, "Free"
Of course you canne~~e£co_unt.,·:~-Star.tsout with an eerie six note
and- goes right·into the blues on-Phiah to 'sticl{'to~ j·tist~,~ne··~~· piano in.tro, then has the' bass
tinged "Character Zero." Both sound, and they~~p~,riment'()n,cplay'~ chordal hook which .·is
... ~.~.~--~.'"

- - . - - - - • • •- - - - - - • • • • • •

..Set It Off' director. F. Gary.
Gray.

Continued on page 28

A Breath of PhreshAir for Phish
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wanted to do was create
something different. So I said
forget the script, let's become
friends. So we went out to lunch,
. we went out to dinner. We had
conversations with each other and
got to know each other. So that
whatever text I would write for
them to do, it would be genuine. I
could put' any words up on their
face, but as long as it came from
the heart it would work. So
instead of memorizing lines and
something for them to act with, I
wanted them to become fr-iends.
Q:
(To Latifah) Was it
uncomfortable for you to playa
lesbian?
Latifah: Not really. I mean that's
Cleo. That's who she is. I think if
you really commit yourself to
something you have to commit
yourself 100 percent. I felt like it
was a blessing. I felt like I needed
to show my talent. And the only
w ay to . do that was to truly
commit '~y~eiito'the'char-acrer.
Cleo is gay. There's no ifs, ands
or buts a bout it. So I can't let
Dana Owens' thoughts or Queen
Latifah's image interfere with
what Cleo has to do.

.m._=====

- - . . -. .

doubled by Anastasio. The tune
builds to a crescendo with the
help of McConnell, and then
stops with all four players
singing an acapella "round."
They are infamous for doing this
live, and so they incorporate it
as a trick on "Billy Breathes."
Then the album comes to a close
with "Sleep" serving as the
experimental intra to "Prince
Caspian."
Throughout the CD the band
sings about floating, drifting,
wandering, and freedom." The
music which has incorporated
styles from almost everything
under the sun co nv eya the
message in the lyrics. They try
different sounds, experiment
with arrangements and vocal
harmonies, and yet through it
all deliver an album that can
easily be classified as rock, but
is quintessentially Phish. This
is undoubtedly ,~he di rection
:.Phish .has: been pushing in for
'years, and they've achieved it.
.: Now hopefully the masses can
. come to know the phenomenon
known as Phish.
'
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New "Romeo & Juliet"Daziles on Screenio
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Hip Hop Editorial By Edvvard Rodriguez
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"Sometimes 1 look up at the
..
stars and analyze the sky/ and
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subject soon needs to get away
from the green paper narcotic.
The subject cries "the Dollar Bill
ask myself was I meant to be
is watching me!" Paranoia finally
h ere.. Why.'l"
sets in as the subject reckons that
Ghostface Killah ~
Franklin's eyes do follow him but
"All That I Got Is You"
"Listen to me now, believe me cannot watch effectively if he isn't
around. The subject's problem is
later on... "
that he needs Franklin around to
T-Bu of the Goodie MOB survive,
"cett Therapy"
, The subject's ignorance
resurfaces in its most sinister
Ignorance is a disease that
forms. The fatal mental symptom
inflicts all of us. Its symptoms
of justification. The subject
vary from racism to stupidity. Its
cure is a life long rehabilitation of begins to accept exposure to
truth seeking. We soon learn the
interpretation of facts without
cure is not as simple as it sounds
question. He feels consoled at the
as the effort is supernaturally
fact that the average salary of
intense and must be undertaken
Africans-in-America rank them
correctly.
among the top countries in the
. This truth seeking is thus
world. John Doe doesn't realize
.:: ,jre complex than reading a
that these statistics dramatically
H'
--r,
: iC;'~ la Dt' lee:
.storv. ! wo
change when entertainers and
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t h is :1p-

are taken from the final

His daily newspaper tells him
youthful expression of written
that the 'wanted criminal of the
history and artistic talent. The
difficult maneuverings of break " week is either from Brooklyn or
boys break him away from his
has his cousin's surname. He
amnesiatic state as visions of the looks out the window to see
Puerto Ricans that won't talk to
great salsa dancers gyrate in his
Dominicans because they're not
mind. He finally understands
citizens who can't vote. Only
the art of sampling allows music
their flag waving allowed him to
to be made despite the lack of
identify each one as the dark ones
instruments.
Subject Doe is finally able weren't all Dominicans and the
light ones weren't all Puerto
to function in the society we
Ricans. He turns on the radio to
wished existed. He is in the
CBS FM and hears Otis Redding,
state of asking questions which
Chuck Berry, and even Little
theoretically lasts forever. The
Richard. So Doe was baffled
"question why" state is the
when Cousin Brucie said a guy
condition of confusion that exists
named Elvis was the King of
with understanding our contraRock-n-Roll.
dictions. In Doe's case, it is
At 'this moment Doe seems
achieved through the parental
advisory labels on hip hop labels. to be cured and enters the stage
of teach. He begins to tell all of
Parents are advised of the
his visions of the world and
explicit content of the entire
helping other ignorance junkies
album. Yet all the subject
rn nlrss. hIS iueotogy 1:-5 naseu on
~"'.:.:atter ~eard are the themes at
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By Manny Rodriguez
''My only love sprung from
my only hate." Mer watching
director Baz Luhrmann's screen
adaptation of William
Shakespeare's classic ''Romeo &
Juliet," many of you English
literature haters may be singing
the same sentiments. The film
has won over audiences.ias it .lead
the box office on its opening
weekend, earning a substantial
$11.6 million dollars.
'William Shakespeare's
Romeo & Juliet" is the tragedy of
~wo teenage lovers whose feuding
families force them to end their
lives prematurely. There is an
obvious danger in trying to
present a literary classic in a
modern setting and using the
language of the text. Couple that
, with trying to tell a story that has
been told so many times on the
stage and on film, and trying to
appeal to a commerical audience
that prefers the entertaining but
trite blockbuster.
The first necessity is
finding leads that can relate to
young audiences (18-24) who are
also talented actors. Leonardo
DiCaprio as Romeo is a perfect
choice. His teenage looks, thin
frame, and ability to reach a
character's center is a perfect fit
with the confused. love struck
Romeo. Claire Danes C'lVly So
Called Life") may be the best
. young actress working in Holly-'
wood today. As Juliet, she accu-

c-

rately portrays her character's
angst, innocence and precociousness with a mixture of wonderful
facial expressions and reserved
delivery of dialogue. Both
DiCaprio and Danes play their
parts with a tremendous amount
of passion and understanding.
\Ve grow to love Romeo and Juliet
because their feelings for one
another and subsequent dilerrmas
are so real and relevant to us
today.
Ultimately it is the presentation that is the power of this
film. Many critics have referred
to Luhrrnarms techniques as
"lV1TV-stvled," , But to call it that
would b~ to lessen the exrraor-di-

nary nature of his work here.
From the earliest moments, there
is a wide use of rapid cutting,
slow and and fast motion, and
strange angles. It creates a
surreal environment but nevers
fails to ring true. ' This is due in
part to the parallels this society
has to urban societies of today in
a visual context. Vv' e see the
graffiti on the walls of buildings,
highly populated venues and an
assortment of colorful characters
that reflect the imagery of the big
city in a heightened sense. The
cinematography, along with
Luhrrnarins directorial work and
the various settings (muchof the
film was filmed in' Mexico) make.

this film the most visually exciting film of the year. It is the
acting, which I have mentioned,
and the adaptation of
Shakespeare into a modern
context that make this film a
complete success.
Catching all the dialogue
from the beginning takes getting
used to. However, the cast is very
experienced and can convey
emotions without words. Also,
Luhrmann's shot selection and
various choices further empha-,.
size story. Many directors feel
the need to sacrifice storytelling
for a faster, if not hyper pace that
accentuates the action and not
the underlying subtext or foundation of the text. Luhrmann
manages to keep the film hyper
and action based but when the
time comes to concentrate on
story and character development
(the relationship between Romeo
and Juliet itself), he uses longer
takes and allows his actors and
beautiful sets to take over.'
Lastly, the other performers in this great film must ht>
acknowledged. John Leguizamo
is downright sinister as Juliet's
cousin Tibalt. His performance is
hard and confrontational while at
the same time reserved and
effective. Paul Sorvino. Diane
Venora ("Heat"), Brian Dennehy,
Pete Postelwaithe and numerous
others provide strong perforrnances.zhaz hri ng together, this
undeniable' modern .masterpiece.
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The Sweet Taste of "Bitter Sugar"
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beats take effect as John Doe
continues to hear hard drums
each cipher session.
Truth seeking begins to
correctly mold itself in the understanding of hip hop culture.
Graffiti isn't vandalism but a
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2tarburst chew\' caEdies.
.John Doe tries to relax
with <:isririns of observation. His
entertainment consists of watching Negro clowns on channel 9,
Hispanic bafoons guest appearing, and CIA heroes in movies.
<-L:1U
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heliefs anu symbol.s of the gl'ea test country in the \vorld," demands the commander. Still. the
subject John Doe refuses to
invade Haiti. 'vVhy?
It's probably because the
subject is Haitian.
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Irish History Invades The Big Screen
Liam Neeson is Oscar worthy as Michael Collins.
By Joseph Maldarelli
The story of the Irish patriot,
Michael Collins, has been brought
to the big screen by director Neil
Jordan (The Crying Game). Itstars
Liam NeeS<ln as the lead, Michael,
Collins, and the supporting cast
includes Aidan Quinn, Julia
Roberts, Alan Rickman, and
Stephen Rea. There haven't been
many IrisJ:1 historical movies
produced, and if there are more

along the way, they should follow passport. Collins was one of the
only leaders left alive, and took
this movie's structure.
Historically, the movi~ollows over control of the Irish Rebellion
true to the facts. It begins in Dublin . against the English while De
after the Easter Rising of 1916. All Valera was in prison.
The historical part of the movie
the leaders of the Irish Republican
Army are captured, and shot to tends to stray when Kitty Kiernan
death, except for Eammon De (Roberts) comes on the screen. Her
Valera (Rickman). De Valera's attempts to sing and talk in an
saving grace is that he was born in Irishbrogue are off kilter, and when
America, and, could not 'be given : she is in a scene, that scene drags.
~ the death penalty due to his She is the love interest between'

Collins, and his friend and partner
in the IRA, Harry Boland (Quinn).
Quinn's accent was smooth, and
easily understandable, for an
American. Boland is not a historical
figure, but he serves his purpose as
Collins' right hand man.
Stephen Rea, who; Director
Jordan loves to work with (I
Continued on page 29
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By Manny Rodriguez
English subtitles). I don't say
Great film is gr.e at be- this because I prefer English, but
cause it is able to tell a story in a because the script is so well writunique fashion and balance the ten that a lot gets lost in the
entertainment aspect of it all translation which may inhibit
with a message. Now, this mes- non-Spanish speakers slightly
sage can be social, p o l i t ic a l , from feeling the impact of the
physchological, physical, etc.. story. Nevertheless, "Bitter
The key to delivering it success- Sugar" is a must see. Why?
fully in a film is to present it in a
Icha so and Mat ace n a's
way that the audience can iden- script is the main reason. The
t ify with and not be overwhelmed story follows Gustavo Valdez (inpy its nature. Film-makers can terpreted by Rene La van), an
do this subliminally or directly, honor student who receives a
bu~ the message cannot hinder scholarship to study abroad.
the story but enhance it. Leon Along the way, he meej.:s the
Ichaso's "Bitter Sugar (Azucar beautiful dancer Yolanda (l\layte
An1arga)'" 1S an attempt at telling \7'ilan) at a party. Eventually, the
a love storv and making a state- two fall in love but life gets in the
ment on the political and social wa:y of their romance. The fact
status of Cuba. In this case. that Gustavo must leave causes
lchaso (who co-wrote the script problems for their relationship,
with Orestes Matacena) uses a and Gustavo's life is further comvery direct approach to deliver plicated by his brother Bobby's
his message and succeeds im- troubles and his father's diffimensely.
culty in accepting the past.
Everything right about
The genius of this film is
movies is in "Bitter Sugar." An that they have been able to have
engaging romance, intense a recurrent theme while at the
drama, shocking deve~opments, same time, intertwining a rosuperb' acting, 'smooth dir'ection mance that is'affected greatly by
and an astoundingly accurate politics ~ndthe respective domesand passionate scrip~... The filo; tic problems of the couple. The
in black and white' which gives theme would be based on oppo. the film
even more ·tealistic sites. What'! mean is that' everyreel. . The only negative would be thing is the. i~pp~site~or eac~ other
· ·Ii'ilm-b··
. S·
. h (with on the slirf~ce.Gudtavo1$ pro-'
th e
emg lD paIUS
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Castro. Yolanda is not. Gustavo self is filled with dialogue and
is a serious person. Yolanda likes each major character in the film
to be happy. Gustavo is content gets a monologue or specific
with his life while Yolanda scene where they dominate.
struggles to survive. They are es- Without great actors, the st rucsentially two people going in op- ture of the film' is invalid and
posite directions. When they are the film would fall apart.
together they are the opposite of Gustavo is played with the restheir surroundings. A perfect ex- e r v a tion and steadiness that
ample would be when Gustavo the role needs. Rene La van
and Yolanda are together on a (who is a veteran actor who had
busy part of town in the evening. a short stint on ABC's "One Life
Thev
. hold each other closelv To Live") carries this film with
while a,cop fondles a prostitute his brilliant, understated peracross the street.
formance. Mayte Vilan, con'~Bitter Sugar" is also an
versely, gives the opposite of
easy' film to watch, Iehaso's di- Lavan's portrayal; a passionate.
recting is mostly standard in exuberant. physicaL and '."Iterms of its ability to follow story brant performance that brings
and enhancing and highlighting color to the film opposite
dramatic moments in the film. Lavan's calm reserve': Each
The pacing and photography is supporting performance is
exemplary and there are no incor- worth mentioning but I only
rect choices in this film. Another have room for the best: Larry
cinematic element that stands Villanueva's interpretation of
out is the music. The score and Bobby. His. character is a repmusical choices throughout the resentation- of the oppressed
film help us feel the plights' of youth of Cuba and combines the
these characters and are just passion of Vilan's portrayal of
beautiful selections that add so Yolanda and the realist nature
much to the film .. '
' . :ofL8\lan'sGllstavo. Needless to
.Finally,' my favorite part'·:, say, Villanueva is believable~powof great film·is acting.' There is 'erful and is a highlight of this very
ne shortage of outstanding per.. "., complete film.
formances a-nd without them";
". "Bitter Sugar" opens in select
"Bitter Sugar" -would not be ·-theatres on November 22. Check
goOd a't· all. The screenplay it.lo· ',local movie listings.
.J ... ··c·r-c."
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G hostface Killah
·IrolUllan
Epic

O~~~1/4

.All the musical genres of Afrom us'ic have gone through certain.
stages in the United States.
Eventually, Capitalist
commercialization of mus ic
continuously proves to be
unnatural and our music is lost.
Jazz, R&B/Soul, salsa, regg2.e,
rock-n-roll, freestyle. etc, 2t11
went through the stage of
.
.
t'
popu 1arizaticn.
1:". trns stage, r ne
pop product of that music
becomes the defining sound to
the populace. This then leads to
a lack of creativity that keens all
art alive. This originality is not
needed as a repetitive copy of the
previous pop hit is sufficient to
maintain financial stabilitv and
admiration from ignorant peers.
1996 hip hop is currently in this
stage and fighting brilliantly
from the underground. Despite
many forums for the label
products (Hot 97, The Source.
The Box, N.Y. Undercover
murder scenes. etc.) artists have
made great works from De La .
Soul, A Tribe Called Quest,
OutKast, Jeru the Damaja, The
Roots, Nas (despite the overdone
peppering of pop) and M.O.P. All
of these works have shown that
real hip hop has just tapped into
the full expression of talent and
voice of inner city ghettos:
However, if one album was
needed to represent the soul.
voice, and experience of the
Black and Latino youth of 1996.
"Ironrnan" is the choice.
"Ironman" musically, is one of
the best thematically sampled
albums in hip hop history. The
soul landscape The RZA creates
for t.he entire album is best
2piromized by "260" using \:
Creens "You ought to be <·::h
me. " and interludes from Xi .vies
{""rrl-.
i ne TL'T suat" C
;.Juspects "'1' a nr:
:,ountless Blaxploitation c.: ns. is
sufficient to give any rapp-r a
~01_!l image The key to
"Iron man" is that RZA's 'xf)rk
reflects Ghost perfectly. This
l'

T
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(Artist: M.O.P.
I Album: Firing Squad
Lab~l:
Relativity

I

t,Ratlng:~~~~ )

The voluntary exclusion of
curses from the English language
is a needless. limiting restriction
that we enforce on ourselves. We
especially expect this out-of our
arts and culture that is produced.
These words bring some of the
most powerful reactions as well
as express many intense
emotions. To the mass of fans.
rap music is ignored and
neglected because at' the freely
used profanity relaying
viewpoints on topics with added
vulgarity and color. Much of the
profanity filled albums that cross
over become a false
representation of the capabilities
and range of expression that

I

speaks largely of Ghost who is
arguably the best MC of the Wutang Clan. Ghost is naturally
gifted in abstractly analyzing life
with interesting similes and
complex metaphors while telling
his experiences with informative
simplicity. Nevertheless, his
legendary talent is being able to
display his emotions excellently
through a black to white
spect ru m of topics. This is seen
easily on 'Wildflower" and
"Camay," as Ghost shows fierce
angel' and regretful rage at
choosing the wrong woman to
love and perfectly explains the
beauty in finding a gorgeous
woman to love and the blissful
essence that is brought out.
With ghetto tales C'Motherless
Child'), explanation of ghetto
mentalities (HFish') to MC
battling ("Daytona 500," "Winter
Wan") Tony Starks has a
complete work. The most
powerful track, though, is "All
that I got is you." This track
brings moisture to the eyes of
those brothers and sisters whose
childhood was a struggle.
Ghost's detailed reflection on the
honest fight to survive as a child
of welfare relays a sense of hope
to those presently relating while
giving, ironically, a clear face to
our poverty. The only question
left is the featured guests,
Raekwon and Cappadonna. Both
represent and match Ghostface's
high level of rhyming. Raekwon
adds a duo personality with
Ghost on "260," "Iron Maiden,"
and "Fish" while Cappadonna
serves as the precocious protege
as none of the songs falter with
his deep voice and articulate
battle rhymes. Other guests
fromIrispektah Dek, Masta Killa,
Method Man, and the most
improved \Vu-MC. L-God. all
bless tracks. This album is not a
classic beca use of the shortage of
Ghost lyrics compared to the
prior "Only Built for Cuban Lin.x"
from Raekwon. However. it will
have the effect of a historic hip
hop album.
-Ed ward Rodriguez
really can be explored by an MC
with profanity. With works such
as Snoop Doggy Dogg's
"Doggystyle" Notorious B.I.G.'s
"Ready to Die," and Tupac's "All
Eyez on Ate" the exploitation of
profanity has been the path to
glory as opposed to added insight
Continued on page 28

- Cheek for more of
Critic's Corner on
Page 28.
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Behold the truth of the untold,
for what is known will leave your mind blown and your heart turned to stone.

Rapper Richie Rich.
unheard. Richie Rich's content is
so limited that his clear
enunciation and smooth delivery
are lost. Tupac's featured Biggiebashing lyrics make his
appearance interesting amidst
loads of wack guest appearances
including E-40, Rame Royal, The
Luniz, and Simply E. This is a
really disappointing debut with a
handful of average tracks
["Touch Myself (Remix),". "Guess
Who's Back, " "Niggas Done
Changed'1. Richie Rich only
separates the coasts by adding a
debut that is musically
uncreative and lyrically
redundant that will be an
incorrect representation of real
West Coast hip hop music.
-Edward Rodriguez

emotional journeys ("I took a ride in
an airplaneJI flew across that
hallowed ground/l threw out a box of
presents/And I could see them
OOS~
hitting the ground/One was a little
ballerina').
Although there is nothing
"Seconal" is a contemporary
groundbreaking here, Engine 88 do
take on a jealous psyche like that of
deliver power-pop tunes that are
Alfonso IT portrayed in Robert
oothcarehyandsmartonilierr
Browning's poem "My Last Duchess"
second Caroline release "Snouiman.
("If I count the ways that I love yowl
Lyricist Tom Barnes obsesses on
could count maybe one or twofCause
dream/nightmare-like fragments,
honey honey. everybody's loved you!
which seem convincingly autobioFor at least a dav or twotrhat's mv
graphical. and lays them before us
last girlfriend/Hanging on the wall
without expecting us to find them
with a pushpin"). This song churns
particularly deep or meaningful. It
is this subtle deliverv that makes the continuously, leaving you no time to
catch your breath. but not minding.
songs attractive. allowing Barnes'
The album continues with the
stories to stand on their own merits.
indie groove of "stairway," an
The songs are mostly experiaddress of concern to a recently
ments in tension and resolve.
departed love interest. and moves
moving from spacious, walking bass
onto the Southern California
lines, through hypnotic arpeggios,
influenced punk-pop anthem
crashing into punchy pop refrains.
'''}AANCLUB,'' an ironic proclamaThere is reference to, without
tion of identity in the face of a
blatant emulation of, such diverse
suffocating environment. Almost a
schools as Southern California popdirge. despite the swelling chorus
punk, Seattle!Portland indie-rock,
and even a little Brazilian bossanova that rises from beneath. "istanbul'
laments the departure of yet another
thrown in for flavor.
female. The album then bounces
The songs, which are mostly
back and forth between fast-rocking
lyrical arrangements of haunting
songs and highly dynamic grooves.
tidbits from past relationships, are
ending with a bang on the relentless
musically pared dO~TI to the bare
punk beat or"KILLER WILLOW'
minimum. There are no screaming
and the bossanova -curn- indie
guitar leads or overly-dramatic
rhythm of·precious.·'
vocals to be found on the album, but
The strengths of this album
instead intense, double-string riffs
are its evocative lyrics and its varied
and musingly sincere vocals. .
The first track, "ballerina': sets rhythms. The songs are not as
derivative as those of many of
the pace for the rest of the album.
Engine 88's indie-rock contemporarFrom the initial four claps on the
ies, and it is due to this originality
snare drum, to the staccato verse.
that it is a pleasure to listen to the
into the more fluid, melodic refrain.
. colorful stories on "Snouiman. "
the .song never loses its dynamic.
-Michael Stewart
Lyrically, the song is a surrealistic
account by Barnes of one .ofhis

Engine 88
S'nowrnarr
Caroline
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Everything was done for dolo, no one ever helped me
always trying to play the cards that life coldly dealt me.
Wealthy? Never but that ain't no surprise,
living in a human mouse trap cleverly disguised
1 realized and came to an actualization,
the roles played by man are casted in blood and perspiration.
''"Work hard slave boy and earn your money good,
and if you behave you might break out of that evil hood."
"Yes sir, you be the master and I's be the dummy,
iust cause the wise white man controls the money."
.
Funny it seems like the same story but different actors,
the pale man breaking the backs like mother Fr ching chiropractors.
Hard workers repaid by minimum wage by the hour,
and then they wonder why our lives ore so savagely sour.
You hypocrites bitching of the world you created.
J hnou: YOU hate it but call it oavbachs fro the lands you invaded.
Europe went doicn, along Leith its. crou.ns,
after powerful paper men started devouring new grounds
Incarceration, desperation, degradation,
are all a ...part of our daily.,.., ooeraiions.
L .
• .
1" *J
'.
it seems th ings n ei.er cnan ge In trus o ut.t sr: L nau on
Red on the flag, for the native blood they spilled
The ",nite and Blue the race and blood of the invaders who killed.
.
-;
. d azea anc coni usea
/),..4
we S'2e u.nen
we are
S tars are iotiat
I don't know about you, but I'm tired of being abused.
My people are we fed up, or can you to he some more:
Lei me knoui, so we can flow directly i11W Leur.
~
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'7Jig Daddy Perspective'!5
Overlooking the sun and the valle),', I was'
hanging out with my boy "Big Daddy."
. h
~Ve looked all around us and we got S1-Cn.
from not seeing any hot-looking chicks.
l:\/e sat there and wondered, "Could this day get
any worse?" when all of a sudden, I saw flames
gotng aburst. The smoke and flames reached
above the sky, so high, that this awesome sight
just bleu: our minds.
As we walked down the hill, bewildered from this
shocking day, all of sudden, BAM!!, I eyed a fly
honey coming up my way. She was ooooh so louelv
and so fine that I just had to make her mine.

01

She had silky brown hair and sexy green eyes t ha;
made me and Big Daddy just want to die. She had a.
slammin' figure to go with her body that made me thinh
"It's time to break out some Bacardi!"
As I saw her walking by my side I could of sworn
she said "Hey Smooth Daddy. You want a piece of
this big, juicy pie?"
As soon as 1 heard this, I shot off like a rocket,
and then I said to myself "It's a good thing I'm
packin' some rubbers in my pocket!"
But, as soon as we laid eyes on each other,
and got so ever closer and closer...
.

-JuareRaposo
P. S. Dedicated to those who have SEX on their minds 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.

Editors' note:
We would like to thank
Juan Raposo, A MOONLIGHT
KNIGHT, Kiro, and o«
Smokaholic for representing
their different styles in Translations. Thank you.
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Rating:
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The ~~Literary" Section for Baruch's Artists

Artist: Richie Rich
Afburm Seasoned Veteran
Label: Def J aD1
Rating:
112 0
"Something about the West Coast
that makes me wanna... " vomit.
The cliche of West Coast rap is
the gun-toting, smooth-pimping
loc rapping over George Clinton's
tracks bar for bar. They
bombard every track with their
tales of slapping b**ches and
killing bustas. Unfortunately,
this cliche is true and many
promising West Coast rappers
are sucked into this hole. Richie
Rich, with decent performances
on Tupac's "Me Against the
World" and "All Eyez on Me," a
unique voice, and apparent
underground notoriety in San
Francisco, debuts nationally with
many fans curious. My
curiousity left me as soon as I
scanned the tracks briefly. A
complete listen to "Seasoned
Veteran" and I knew Def Jam will
include payoffs on their
promotional campaign. The
production by DJ Daryl, Lev
Berlak. Ali Malik, Mike Mosley,
Ric Roc, Doug Rasheed, and
J ermaine ·Dupri are horrible
reconstructions of Parliament's
work. When the best cut is done
by Dupri, the album is better left
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In a place where clouds come to die.
A place where snowflakes come to cry.
Black kites hover over a flaming grave.
From within my own dying ashes, A second
Spark is ignited from within the inferno's eye
Of a dead Storm. Broken veins like rose vines
Explode up towards heavens gaze. Fate's strings
Have been cut. Emerging from Lazarus's Pit,
Upon blazing steel uiings of hellfire.
The fall of darkness stops.
The laughter shattered into silent pieces.
The mist of death forgotten.
.4 new dark sun has risen.
The conductor of a headless orchestra.
Nocturnal music only heard by the deaf.
Blessed with a new grin only seen b)' the sightless.
Heai.en. ioithout harmony.
i:gel! without Iiaioc.

Death without sorrow.
Sin icithout joy.
One of Shakespeare's lost characters reborn.
Pandora. has abandoned her box once more.
1 laugh sanely as 1 tahe a bite of her skull candy.
Trick or treat my unlace. trick or treat...

-Kiro-De Invisible Samurai

A Celestial Princess Named P.

• •

A pearl dove gently graces across a hallway of soulless windows.
The knight of a bleeding heart upon a barren chessboard.
A flash of light, ever so bright.
.
We pass each other a thousand times in the st.airicell,
Like an enchanted spell, my breathless eyes
. Stand awed by thisceiestiai angel.
.
..,
.. . . .
..
Never have I envisioned a woman with such beauty and elegance.
Just at a glance, could it have been chance?
Her fawn like eyes were like June butterflies.
An angelic voice softer than sunlight.
.
I would walk a mile just to capture a glimpse of her sm lie,
,
Mesmerized by the way her eilh» hair dance" across her pretty iace
In the gentle summer's breeze.
Her flowery fragrance puts me in a clou dy d aze.
The whispering siren of my mind.
The instrument of my inspiration.
The cause of my revolution.
Had I finally caught my falling star?
So close, but yet we are so far.
For she is the muse in my guitar.
I try in vain to reach out and speak to her,
__
Bui my hand just shrivels up like a dying rose ;.'.7 thr: cold snow.
I believed that she was the last piece of the puezle ot my heart,
But someone else won her radiant heart.
Now I am eternally torn apart.
_
W'hat could I possibly have to offer this heauenlv princess:
All that 1 possess is a pen full of poignant u.ords
And a pocket lull of forgotten smiles.
.
She is at honors with Sigman Iota Epsilon and Beta Gamma Sigma.
She doesn't need another hero,
Because 1 am a complete zero,
Sleep without solitude.
For she will never smile for you.
I will miss the single candlelight wh,ich brightened my most darkest
eves.
Forever trapped in this blue photograph.
The man hiding behind a masquerade.
Love letters which will never see a day of light.
Her name is forever traced acxossed the sands of my barren heart-.
A phantom of her imagination.
.
Soon I will be afaded memory within the colors of the moonlight,
For Tam the darkness and she is the light.
As we pass each other one last time,
1 lower my head in disgrace of myself.
For only an echo binds us,
.
A faint sound of what could never be
For a scarred knight and a princess named PEL ..

A /'
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-A MOONLIGHT KNIGHT 11/9/18/15
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ZAGAT SURVEY·
1996 BEST BUYS "Top Bangs For The BuckFamilies on a budget head for these "whimsically
decorated", "family-style" Italians where "inexpensive",
"wholesome" fare is served in "huge" portions...

NOV. 21st, CLUB HOURS
ROOM 1814
NO~ 22nd, 5:45

Helpline is conducting a workshop entitled" Generation X on Sex," on Thursday November 21
rom 1:00 p;n. to 3:00 p.m. The Guest Speaker will be Miguel Rivera, a representative from Mt. Sinai
ospital. He will be discussing the issues concerning' sexual diseases, protection,' and the need for
ollege students to dealwith these issues.. . This workshop will also address feelings, communications,
d negotiations necessary for good relationships. Refreshments will be served.

,.

AT & T WIRELESS SERVICE

ere will be a Career Interview at Receptions on November 26, 1996. Reception interviewing is
here many carer decisions are made. Too often, students are not prepared for this type of interview.
on't be left out, be part of this important program and learn how tp advance your career at a reception.
is event will take place at Room 1542, 360 PAS, 12:45 pm - 2:00 pm.

CAMPUS REP.

***$1000+ MONTHLY INCOME
***FREE CELLULAR PHONE WITH NO
MONTHLY CHARGES
***A RARE OPPORTUNITY FOR THREE, 2ND,3RD, 4TH
YEAR STUDENTS

· ority students who will have completed the first ·semester of the junior year at Baruch Collefe by
anuary 1997, with a GPA of at least 3.2 may be eligible to participate in the CUNY Pipeline Program
or Careers in College Teaching. Pre-application seminars will take place at the Graduate School and
niversity Center at 10 am and 4 pm on the follwoing dates:
uesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, October 15-17, 22-24, 29-31, November 5-7,12-14, 19-21.
or Further information go to Dean of Students, Room 1702. The application deadline is December 1,
1996.

***FLEXIBLE HOURS
***WILL NOT CONFLICT WITH STUDIES
- ***HAVE FUN EARNING EXTRA CASH
PLEASE CONTACTADELE:
(908) 203-8000 OR FAX (908)974-3127

.
:servlces

Department ofFine & Performing Arts
Presents

-

Add impact to your projects with color at Kinko's.
Sometimes it's tight deadlines. Other times, it's
last minute inspiration. Whether it's a flyer or your
term papers, add impact to your projects with color
at Kinko's,
• Full-color copies and digital
color output from
computer files

.............

CONTACT
LENS
SURVEY

LUCKY STIFF

Subjects needed to participate in a lens usage survey. The purpose ofthis
survey is to evaluate fitting characteristics ofdisposable contact lenses. • All
contact lenses" and solutions will be FREE for 6 months. You will need
to be examined 3 times over 3 months. Enrollment 10/1/96- 12/1/96.

• Overhead transparencies
& accent color
• Highlight reports and
presentations with color

.Surveylimiled to acceptable fit with Acuvue~, Focus~ or Fo'cus Toric 13
contact 'lenses.
••The initilll comprehensive exam to assess overall visual functioning ~d
eye health status will be required to participate in the lens usage survey.
The fee for this comprehensive evaluation is $40. At that time the eligibility
will be determined.

• Capture the moment of an event
with the QuickTake~ digital camera rental with
output to the Apple> Color LaserWriter
• Open 24 hours a day, every day

A musical Comedy / Mystery
By Lynn Ahrens & Stephen Flaherty
Show Times: Tuesday Nov.19 - Saturday Nov 23, 8:00PM
Satuday Nov. 23, 3:00 PM

j

CALL 212-780-4950 FOR MORE INI:0RMATION.
105 Duane Street
250 E. Houston Street
13-25 Astor Place
24 E. 12th Street
245 Seventh Avenue
191 Madison Avenue

406-1220
253-9020
228-9511
924-0802
929-2679
685-3449

305 E. 46th Street
1211 Ave. of the Americas
16 E. 52nd Street
233 W. 54tt- Street..
1122 Lexington Avenue
2872 Broadway

319-6500
391-2679
308-2679
977-2579
628-5500
316-3390

SUNY/COllEGE OF OPTOMETRY
100 E. 24TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. ]0010

Studio Theatre, Room 911, 23rd street building
Tickets are $5.00, on sale ate the box office
Seating is limited, buy your tickets now!!
For more information, call: 387-1345

24 HOURS
A DAY.

Visit Kinko's web site at http://www.kinkos.com
'Ment'on ttl IS ad at ary of the I(inko'S I.oc.Jtions listed.and receive 20"10 off your next order of KiIlko's
regul.1rty'Dnced ~roduru and services. Valid student 10 ~ired. See store for details.
• :QQIj

",',..o·s :~c_,c: r'Il;l"l~ !?:.C'~ j(,nllO ~ 11 .. r't'?'\t~1W'd ~'ofdilf~ of (I/'UCO·S GI1IC)I''nC) Co,:-or.:'V.., ,snd ~ ~~ b} PfrTT'l:UlOr.
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Critic
M.O.P.

Continued from page 24

on reality with profanity.
Hardcore (synonym for real) hip
hop music has many
unrecognized acts that really
curse well. They curse
frequently yet their message is
enhanced because of their
message, unique angle,
emotional display, and
undeniable realistic relation.
The epitome of this is M.O.P.
consisting of Lil' Fame and Billy
Danzenie. Along with being as
hard as they claim, they show
the Wild West nature of the
Brooklyn streets on unbelievable
levels of intensity. Their first
work "To The Death" became a

I

Grateful
Dead

corne ....

s

-~
_~

tracks themselves. - DJ Premier
produces half of the album as
lyrics and beats peak on these
cuts. "New Jack City," "Firing
Squad," and "Salute't oy Premier
are excellently paced and allow
Billy Danzenie to scream rage
while Lil' Fame explains it all.'
The lyrical highlight is easily
"Stick to ya Gunz" as M.O.P. ""
team with the curse-laden lyricallegend Kool G Rap. Premier
produced, it is one of the best
hardcore, freestyle tracks of the
year as all 3- try to insult weak
crews the best. Despite all this,
the best work from Premier is on
"Downtown Swinger '96" and
"Brownsville" because of the
successful experimentation in
elevating funk tracks and

refreshing addition to the list of
super rap duos [Das EFX, Coco
Brovaz (formerly Smif-nWessun), De La Soul, etc.]. DR
Period's production made M.O.P.
the focus on simple, uptempo
tracks (breakbeats with horns
and piano chords) and let us
experience them increase their
adrenaline in battling fake
brothers and wack Mcs.
However, "To The Death," only
gained underground stardom
because their production was too
underproduced, leaving many of
the songs undistinguishable from
each other. The solution to this is
present in their new work "Firing
Squad." They enlist DJ Premier,
Big Jaz, Laze 'E' Laze, Ali Dee for
roduction and also work on some

.

sampled choruses, respectively.
The rest of the production is
quality and contains deeper
subject matter from death ("Dead
and Gone"), chaotic ghetto life
("Lifestylez of a Ghetto Child')
and how they value their lives
t'Nuthin' 2 Lose'? There are two
mediocre-produced tracks out of
15 songs yet M.O.P. shines on all
of them. They even -show promise
in their musical touch on
"Anticipation." M.O.P. is a great
duo in hip hop because they cover
all angles of ghetto life, including
the art of freestyling, with
creativity, originality, and real
soul.
-Edward Rodriguez

Continued from page 28

It, the break in the middle
suprisingly Beatle-esque.

"Shakedown Street" from the
Album of the same name (1978)
starts with a Motown Tower of
Power or LTD Limited riff and
segues into the bluesy Ziggy
Stardust influenced '~1 Need a
Miracle" and'the 70's ar~ over
and thank God for that cause
the best is yet to come...THE

F**KIN' 80's with "Alabama
Getaway, "that quintessential,
could be country or could be hot
rock-n-roll, we don't know and
we don't care but its so good
well just keep on listening song!
Taken from the "Go to Heaven"
album released in 1980, I sure
hope this was prophetic cause I
can't think of anybody more
deserving of a little paradise
than Jerry Garcia.
The cuts from "Go To Heaven"
,
"Reckoning," and "In the Dark"
move along at a steady pace
with the refrain "1 will Get By"
from the tune "Touch of Grey"

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Earn Extra Cash!
Jobs Available in January!

lasted thirty years. Their music
flow's; one gains perspective
about life slipping away around
you year by year. When you
listen to the Dead, vou sense
that they are going through the
same bullsh*t that you are; no
OK, all you Deadheads out
pomp rock here. Life, the
there, Oh l, wait a second, the
pursuit of love, the anguish of a
deadheads are among the ranks
country given up and the fact
of the deceased. This is 1996,
that all of us were naive enough
Jerry Garcia has been dead for
to really believe that we could
over six months and I'm trying
ever change a damn thing at all.
to get a degree in Journalism at
And now to end up a society
a Business School. Oh, well,
looking for cheap thrills and
just goes to show you the power
confrontation. Sad times by
of the almighty dollar when
brothers and sisters, sad times
even an old left-wing hippy like
indeed. At least listening to the
_myself starts to earnestly chase
after the bucks. - B:ut every once -, Grateful De-ad can make me
forget about all this crap for a
in a while, something jars my
few hours.
memory and gives me
flashbacks of hash infused
The 31 tracks on this two CD
evenings in the country,
collection cover the best of their
running naked around a
songs, from their first Arista
campfire in pursuit of a willing,
release, "Terrapin Station" in
and just as stoned, ash1977, to "Eyes of the World from
powerded blond. "The Grateful
Without a Net" cut in 1990.
Dead; The Arista Years" arrived
Personally, I like the middle
by courier the other day and
years the best. As the 909's got
this touched off one of those
into gear, jazz influenced
great memories.
ramblings would dominate their
. riffs and the Dead never
I was never much of a
reminded me of any kind of a
Deadhead in the old days, the
jazz. Its just that the country
music was great, but the band
rock they did the best
would go off on these loopy
personifies the Grateful Dead
tangents for hours and the riffs
just didn't have that hard-edged for me.
bourbon screech that real
Starting with the track
rock'ri'roll junkies like myself
"Estimated Profit" from the
need to get the MUZAK monkee
"Terrapin Station" album
off our backs. But like my wise
(1977): reggae backgrounded
(ex-fighter pilot) uncle used to
say. "The good things in life will that starts and ends way too
slow for me, complete with Bob
tend to grow on vou until vou
Marley influenced back-up
suck your last breath down,"
vocals, the CD's second
track ,
.
Boy was he ever right about the
"Passenger" starts rockiri' but
Grateful Dead.
sounds strangely just like a
Clapton cut, although I think
This CD is a compilation of the
that Eric probably clipped it
mellowing of a generation. A
from Jerry. The song "Terrapin
single step in the line of ascent
Station" finally gets the CD's
or downfall from grace of those
juices flowing with a beautiful
who rolled down the rock'n'roll
high wailing guitar riff that
introduces Jerry singing, "Let
My Inspiration Flow," and this
is the Dead that we .all know
from the top 40; -addietive hippy
music with an ethereal flow to

In our Convenient Syosset Location.

Artist: The Grateful Dead
Album: Dozin' At
The Knick
Label: Arista
Rating: ~ ~ ~ - ~.

Continued from page 21-

Q: As far -as the plot is
concerned, how prevalent -do
you think it is to real life?
Gary: What I wanted to do was
create something you could
identifywith,:a114J do think it's
real. There are tons-'of'single'
parentsrend people who have
to deal with society's pressures.
Basically, what happens is, and
what I le-arned- is ..--and-J.

among the most remembered
from the air waves, "Throwing
Stones" using the refrain
"Ashes, Ashes, All Fall Down,"
adds more fuel to the fire of the
past.
On the whole the 3-CD set is
great but the eighties cuts sum
up the Grateful Dead
Experience for me; Hot Licks
played lightnin' fast with great
harmonies all intertwined to
.rernirid me of tha Lebanese
, Hash, that campfire and release
from the cares 'of the world in
the arms of an ash-powdered
blond.
-Coby L. Herd

We will have a number of full and part time temporary
clerical jobs available .In our Syosset location. Most
assignments will last 4 weeks. Starting salary is $5.75 $7.75/hr., depending on assignment. No experience
is necessary.
'Men and women who are at least 18 years of age, who
want to work in pleasant surroundings, and could use a
few extra dollars can come in .and-fi!l out an application.
Call the personnel department for directions.

PUBLISHERS
CLEARING HOUSE
® ...- _. . 6901 JERICHO TURNPIKE

1

Michael Collins
Continued from page 22

suppose), portrays Ned Bray,
who is part of the Royal Police.
He is part secret service and part
detective, and is initially working
against the IRA. But, due to the
persuasive speeches of Collins,
becomes a sympathizer for the
cause. He is a solid actor, and
plays the part very well. Once
again, this character is made up
for the big screen.
When I talk of history, I mean
sticking to the facts of what is
acknowledged in written history.
While Michael Collins gets kind
of fuzzy in attempting to portray
his personal life, the action
scenes, ·the story of the IRA
fighting the British, and then
themselves, is true. The prison
break, the brokered deal with
the British to establish Irish
home rule, and the division over
the brokered deal, is fact. And
the way the movie portrays all
these events is about as good as
it can get.
The movie was a great
interpretation of an important
figure in Irish history. The
cinematography was wonderful,
and the acting superb. Liam
Neeson definitely has the .Iead
when it comes to Oscar
consideration. For a movie with
action, romance, historical
precedence, comedy (black) and
length (the movie is two hours
twenty minutes long), Michael
Collins is a definite go see.

SYOSSET, NY 11791
516-496-0249

An equal opportunity employer. MlF
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HiMSonlllCci PozgtU. Amimey-in·Charge

SuffolA CountyDistriaAltamey:S Office-

WhittCoI/ar Cri1Tlt Bureau
Touro lau: Cen te: Class of /986

• StudeDt-c:eatered Iocu
,
• Faculty COBUDItted to profeuiollal development aDd exceUeace In teachlDg
• Gratlute. well prepared to pradlce law lD today. ch-.Ii.g legal eDViroluaent
• North SIaore 1.oDI Islud CUlpus, jut 30 des froID New York City

----------

:s

l'toft-. iJN:IIIM:

-~

• JuriS Doctor (J.D.) decree
• Muter of Lan (LLM.) for foreign lawyers
• FuIIIpart-tlJDe, day/evening classes

• Summer intel'Dlhips and programs abroad
300 Nassau Road. Huntington. Long Islail<l, NY 11743. 516-421·2244 Ext. 312· 516-421-2675 fax· http://wv.w.tourolaw.edll.

-

~

'I'DDI'I"IY: 516-421-0476

~

Washington, DC
Boston
San Juan, PR
San Francisco
London
Paris
San~CR

$ 75
$ 75
$ 79
$169
$123
$208
$225

Fares are NCh WillI &om New York based on a roundtrip
purchase. Fares do noc include ~I taxes or PFCs
tCGlling $3 and $60, depencflng on desdnadcn or departure charges paid dlreaty to foreign govenmenb.

CAn FOI A FlEE STUDENT TIAYELS
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Travel-'-~-'I
YI&AGE -

MIDmu

254-2525

822-2700

~ AlE. 148 W. 4lH ST. 205 E.42N> ST

-666-4177
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Home Court: Xavier High School Gym
30 West 16th Street
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SUNY Purchase

7:00 PM

. 3-14

Nov. 29 Fri.

Molloy Tournament

TlJA

2-6

4-10

Nov. 30 ·Sat.

Molloy Tournament

TBA

8.Staten Island

2-6

5-16

Dec. 2 Mon.

Polytechnic (L. I.)

8:00PM

9.Medgar Evers

0-8

2-21

Dec. 4 Wed.

USMMA

7:00' PM

Dec. 6 Fri.

Emerson Tournament

TBA

Dec. 7, Sat.

Emerson Tournament

TBA

Dec. 9 Mon.

Yeshiva

8:00 PM

Jan. 3 Fri.

CCNY

6:00 PM

Jan. 8 Wed.

John Jay

5:00 PM

Jan. 14 Tue.

Lehman

8:00 PM
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CUNYAC TOURNAMENT:

Baruch loses in the' semi-finals to eventual champion Hunter. Marsha Fridman makes •

All- Tournament Team..
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continued from back

There is Help
at
The Counseling Center
for
Test Anxiety, Time Management, Difficulty with A~ademic ~chievement,
Stress, Feelings of Inadequacy, Loneliness, Depression, Family Problems,
Relationship Problems, Eating Disorders, Sexuality Conflicts,
Substance Abuse, Adjustment to a New Environment, Etc ...

call (212) 802-6840
or Drop hy 1745 in 360 PAS

We're Open
9am - 6:30pm Monday
9am - 8:30pm Tuesday
9am - 7 :30pm Wednesday
9am - 8:30pm Thursday
9am - 5:00pm Friday

weeks will be an opportunity for.
them to impress [the coaching
staff]. When the season begins, 111
be running a nine man rotation.
They don't have much game play
experience but they're so good that
if they come around..." he grins, as
if saying 'then everybody better
look out!'. ., /-'
Coach Rankis finished answering all my questions but was not
done with his time on the station-.
ary bike. That is basically his
attitude. A dedicated and tireless
coach who is not in this for the
fame or money, but for the love of
the game. He continues to peddle
away as I leave the fitness center,
no doubt in hopes of reaching a
banner 1996-97 basketball season
for the Baruch Statesmen.

Look for Support Groups and Specific Workshops to
be announced throughout the semester

John Percodani
Guard
Ht: 5' 10"
Wt: 195
Class: Sophomore
Major: Undecided

Andy Petrou
Guard
Ht: 5' II" Wt: 145
Class: Freshman
Major: Finance

John Rivera
Guard
Ht: 5' II"
Wt: 170
Class: Senior
Major: Accounting

Gerald Thomas
Guard
Ht: 6' 0"
Wt: 170
Class: Senior
Major: Unknown

.

,.'I.

GuardIForward
Ht: 6' I" Wt: 150
Class: Freshman
Major: Business Management
i

":

THE TICKER
{one-auarter page ad:for 1 issue at $35.50
David Cheng, Director 802-6842
Marie Wright, Secretary 802-6840}

St. Josep~s-(patchogue)
. Tournament

6:00PM

Jan. 18 Sat.

St. Joseph's (Patchogue)
Tournament

6:00 PM

Jan. 21 Tue.

CCNY

7:00 PM

Jan. 23 Thu.

Steven's Tech

7:00 PM

Jan. 30 Thu.

Lehman

7:00 PM

Feb. 1 Sat.

Mount St. Vincent

6:00 PM

Feb.3 Mon.

Brooklyn

7:00 PM

Feb.5 Wed.

John Jay

7:00 PM

Feb. 7 Fri.

Hunter

6:30 PM

Feb. 12 Wed.

Staten Island

7:30 PM

Feb. 15 Sat.

SUNY Old Westbury

2:00 PM

Feb. 17 Mon.

Medgar Evers

7:00 PM

Feb. 19 Wed.

York

7:00 PM

Feb. 23 Sun.

CUNY Tournament

TBA

Feb. 25 Tue!

CUNY Tournament

TBA

Feb. 28 Fri.

CUNY Tournament

TBA

continued from back

Perry Tsilogiannis
Our Services are' Free and Completely Confidential

Jan. 17 Fri.

Dr.
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One o n O n e With Coach R a n ki s
By Min gWo ng
The smal l fitne ss cent er in the
23rd Stre et build ing is a plac e
wher e some Baru ch stud ents go to
work out their bodi es, brea k a
swea t, or relie ve some of the stres s
from their studi es. It is also the
place wher e Coac h Ray Rank is met
me for a chat abou t the upco ming
seaso n.
Coac h Rank is has been the
Baru ch Men 's bask etba ll coac h for
the past twelv e seaso ns, since 1983 84. A form er play er at Lehm an
Coll ege from 1971 -74, Coac h
Rank is' resu me inclu des an eigh t
year stint as assis tant coac h at.
.
John Jay C911ege.
Coac h Rank is is not alone in his
dutie s. His assis tants inclu de Gary
Sian o, a form er play er at Baru ch,
and Stan Simm ons, a "quin tesse ntial bask etba ll junk ie," as Coac h
.
Rank is puts it.
Last year 's squa d went 17-1 0,
how ever it is unkn own how this
year 's versi on ofthe State smen will

fare. Of the fiftee n play ers on the
roste r, only six are retur ning from
the prev ious camp aign .
"We have a lot. of new faces this
year . We'r e a little smal ler this
year but we have a lot of good , new
talen t," said Coac h Rank is of this
year 's bask etba ll team , "We have
good lead ersh ip from the retur ning
play ers. I expe ct some thing compara ble from this year 's bunc h. We , Coa ch Ray Ran kis
have a legit shot at this year 's
but he sees thing s diffe rentl y. "Our
CUN Y cham pion ships ."
nA main conc ern for Baru ch this new play ers brin g a fresh dime
m
year is the lack of size. The team is sion of quic knes s and athle ticis
past.
basic ally a lot of guar ds and a only that we have lacke d in the
and
a hand ful of big men. This is also a We expe ct a lot more pres sing
nreaso n to worr y for Coac h Rank is, trapp ing and defin itely a lot ofru

.

oppo sitio n, and at the same time
be an aggr essiv e team ."
Coac h Rank is field s all thes e
ques tions rega rdin g the team
whil e still pedd ling away on a
stati onar y bicyc le. From first
glan ce, he seem s like a coac h who
woul d chew his play ers' head s out
if they mad e a mist ake, but this is
not the case. "I wou ld desc ribe
my coac hing style as firm , but
with a gent le hand ," answ ered
Coac h Rank is.
A lot of Baru ch's succ ess this
year will be depe nden t on the veteran s on the team . Alth ough
Coac h Rank is decl ined to mak e
publ ic his start ing five, he did
reve al his key play ers for the
1996 -97 seas on.
Rich Paul , the cent er for the
State smen will be coun ted on for
~ lead ersh ip as well as big play for a
-E team that is alrea dy smal l in size.
~Mik e Kotr ozos , who Coac h Rank is
desc ribes a's not quit ea pow er for~ ward , is a phys icall y stron g smal l
forw ard. Joe Libe rato, is a smal l
~forward who aver aged 15 poin ts
and 8 rebo unds as the sixth man
~ for Baru ch last year and final ly,
'0 Gera ld Thom as, the lead ing score r
»
~ for the State smen for the past three
~ seaso ns, was unav ailab le last year
~because he parti cipa ted in a for] eign exch ange stud ent prog ram and
~ is curre ntly reco verin g from knee
surg ery.
"I am only worr ied abou t a lack of
front . We have
ning and push ing the ball up cour t," size and dept h up
pote ntial start ers.
repli ed Coac h Rank is, "but we are ten to eleve n
d do a terri fic job.
still going to be a man to man All of them woul
and a halfdefen sive team , conc entra ting on The next three
out-r ebou ndin g oppo nent s, shoo tconti nued on page 30
the
ing 5-10 more free throw s than
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1 9 9 6 -9 7 M en 's Basketball R o st er
By Min gWo ng
Ray Rank is:

Hea d Coa ch

Gar' " Sian o:

Asst . Coa ch
As st , Coa ch

ward /Cen ter
Wt: 185
Ht: 6' 5"
Clas s: Soph omor e
Majo r: Fina nce

Guar d
Ht: 6' 1" Wt: 150
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Majo r: Busi ness

Nial l Bern ard
Psyc holo gy

Leeb ins Mon desi r
Guar d
Wt: 150
Ht: 5' tr
Class : Fres hma n
Majo r: C ndec ided

Rich ard Paul
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Ht: t.';' r;""
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' h ornor e
r : .ass: Sop
.....
'\lajo r: Busi ness

Class : Seni or

Leon ard Mitc hell
Guar d/Fo rwar d

Majo r: Acco untin g

For-

And res Jime nez

Ht: 6' 3" Wt: 190
Class : Fres hma n
Majo r: Busi ness Man agem ent
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